Submission to: Independent Scientific Panel Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracture
Stimulation in Western Australia 2017
Richard J Hobbs: environmental impacts of linear infrastructure associated with
fracking
I am making a brief submission to the inquiry that will touch on an aspect of the
environmental impact of fracking that is not covered in existing materials, namely
the impacts of linear infrastructure.
Before detailing this aspect of impact, I wish to state that there are many other
environmental impacts that have been well documented and are covered in other
submissions to this panel. I have read, and agree with, most of the work that touches
on my areas of expertise, namely biodiversity conservation, restoration, landscape
ecology and ecosystem management.
Fracking, similar to other types of resource extraction, is often considered to have a
relatively small development footprint. This is because the actual extraction pads
cover a relatively small area. However, the assessment of the footprint and its
impact needs also to take into account the linear infrastructure associated with the
actual extraction infrastructure.
Where fracking has occurred elsewhere, it is accompanied by the development of a
relatively dense network of roads, tracks and so on. To date, the impact of linear
infrastructure has been poorly incorporated into environmental impact assessments
(Alamgir et al., 2018). And yet, studies from a range of locations in Australia and
elsewhere clearly indicate that linear infrastructure can have significant impacts in
terms of landscape fragmentation, reduced habitat suitability for key fauna species,
altered surface hydrology and other features (see Raiter et al. (2014) for a review
and examples).
Our own work, in relation to mining infrastructure in the Great Western Woodlands,
has clearly demonstrated both the extent and impact of roads and tracks associated
with mining development (Raiter et al., 2017; Raiter et al., 2018)
Our research indicated that most of the direct development footprint in the GWW is
unmapped linear infrastructure, only detectable through manual digitisation. Across
the 160,000 km2 GWW, the estimated development footprint is 690 km2, of which
67% consists of linear infrastructure and the remainder is ‘hub’ infrastructure. An
estimated 150,000 km of linear infrastructure exists in the study area, equating to an
average of ~1 km per km2. Beyond the direct footprint, a further 4,000–55,000 km2
(3–35% of the region) lies within offsite risk zones (Raiter et al 2017).
We also examined the impacts of tracks and roads on surface hydrology in the
GWW. We found a high level of association between linear infrastructure and
altered surface hydrology, with erosion and pooling 5 and 6 times as likely to occur
on-road than off-road on average (1.06 erosional and 0.69 pooling features km-1 on
vehicle tracks, compared with 0.22 and 0.12 km-1, off-road, respectively). Erosion

severity was greater in the presence of tracks, and 98% of crossings of ephemeral
streamlines showed some evidence of impact on water movement (flow impedance
(62%); diversion of flows (73%); flow concentration (76%); and/or channel initiation
(31%)). Infrastructure type, pastoral land use, culvert presence, soil clay content and
erodibility, mean annual rainfall, rainfall erosivity, topography and bare soil cover
influenced the frequency and severity of these impacts.
We concluded that linear infrastructure frequently affects ephemeral stream flows
and intercepts natural overland and near-surface flows, artificially changing sitescale moisture regimes, with some parts of the landscape becoming abnormally wet
and other parts becoming water-starved. In addition, linear infrastructure frequently
triggers or exacerbates erosion, leading to soil loss and degradation. Where linear
infrastructure densities are high, their impacts on ecological processes are likely to
be considerable (Raiter et al 2018).
Studies elsewhere have indicated that high densities of linear infrastructure affect
habitat suitability and significantly fragment the landscape (studies cited in Raiter et
al 2014, for instance, relating to caribou in Canada).
Hence, from our work and work elsewhere, resource extraction activities such as
fracking that involve multiple extraction points are inevitably going to involve
extensive networks of linear infrastructure. Although seldom accounted for in
standard environmental impact assessments, it is increasingly clear that the
footprint of such linear infrastructure can be large compared to the actual extraction
points, and is likely to have substantial environmental impacts.
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oads can promote economic growth and social integration but they can also initiate
environmental, economic and socio-political harms. In many cases, these harms can be
considerably minimised and the road benefits maximised through proactive planning by road
engineers and effective Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs).
and approving bodies to adequately
respond to or act to minimise potential
risks.

THE CHALLENGES
In Malaysia, building roads is often
a challenge due to factors such as
the tropical climate, sporadically
distributed human communities and
exceptionally biodiverse and sensitive
tropical forest landscapes.
The peninsula and Borneo are
home to world renowned tropical
rainforests. In particular, Borneo is
one of only two places on the planet
where rhinoceros, elephant and
orangutan co-exist. The challenge
to protect these landscapes is made
even greater by the need for roads
to support economic development
which includes oil palm plantations,
logging and mining. All these require
roads to be laid in often remote,
difficult terrain and, in many cases,
through virgin rainforests.
Unfortunately, as we can see
happening globally, the overestimation
of road benefits often overshadows
the estimation of road risks. Therefore,
it is absolutely necessary to be able to
adequately identify all the potential
risks through effective EIAs and road
infrastructure planning.

THE RISKS
A badly-planned road can open
a Pandora’s Box of environmental,
economic and socio-political dangers
(see Table 1 for selected examples,
and Alamgir et al., 2017, for a detailed
version). These risks vary across the
full spatial and political spectrum,
affecting local, state and national
level governments. In some cases,
these may even cross national
boundaries.
The
Pan
Borneo
Highway,
for
example,
poses
significant
environmental risks, as it will dissect one
of the two last remaining habitats of
rhinoceros, elephant and orangutan.
Furthermore, road penetration
into the rainforest will lead to human
access and consequently increase
risks of poaching, deforestation and
degradation which will be likely to
push many threatened flora and fauna
species to the edge of extinction.
The number of road kills will most
likely increase, especially for large
mammals, slow-moving wildlife and
arboreal species which are being
forced to traverse on ground (see
Figure 1).
Social risks are already apparent
under the current plan of the Pan
Borneo Highway as evidenced by
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We are living in an era of
unprecedented road infrastructure
expansion across the globe. The
length of official roads has increased
by 12 million kms worldwide since
2000, with a further 25 million kms
expected to be built by 2050 (Dulac,
2013).
In the last decade (2002-2013),
Malaysia has built 133,000 kms of
official roads (ASEAN 2010, 2015), and
there are ambitious plans for further
road infrastructure expansion under
the 11th Malaysia Plan (2016-2020)
with a focus on rural connectivity.
Considering
the
contribution
good roads can make to economic
growth and rural connectivity, it is
completely justifiable to expand
the country’s network of roads.
However, problems arise when road
proponents are arguably unaware
of the full extent of the risks that bad
roads may pose to the economy,
society and environment.
Moreover,
in
many
cases,
the inadequacies of EIAs – the
only safeguard against potential
environmental risks and to propose
adequate mitigation and offset
measures – means it has failed to
expose the risks and thus do not allow
road proponents such as engineers
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Table 1: Selected examples of road development risks (details available in Alamgir et al., 2017;
Laurance and Burgués-Arrea 2017; Laurance et al., 2009; Clements et al., 2014).

ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS

ECONOMIC RISKS

Threat to biodiversity - wildlife vehicle
collision, habitat fragmentation,
increased poaching, increased
noise level effects on reproductive
capacity of wildlife, barrier effects on
animal migration.

High construction cost due to tropical
environments. In steep terrain, more cut
and fill, tunnels and landslide mitigation
measures will be required.

Increased surface erosion and
localised flooding

The real expenditure in road construction
is often far less than that in the original
budget due to corruption

Influx of migrant workers often
resulting in an increase in immoral
activities such as prostitution and
black market product usage

Landslides in steep terrain and
impeded drainage in flatter terrain

Lack of investment for road
maintenance – pothole and slumping
(an example in figure 2 and 3) increase

Increases in pathogens and diseases
such as malaria and dengue fever

Deforestation, illegal roads, illegal
logging, and fires can increase

Roads may become stranded assets
due to rapid degradation by tropical
climates (e.g. intense rainfall and
resulting landslides) and lack of
maintenance

Threat to politicians – lack of
community consultation and
perceived unfairness can lead to
social instability, lawsuits and litigation
and protests

Increased effects on aquatic
biodiversity and downstream
community livelihood activities, e.g.
pollution of fishing zones

If all risks are not discussed adequately
during the planning process, the project
may be delayed and costs increased

Roads can increase threats to
indigenous culture through influx of
non-indigenous land settlers, illegal
colonisation and land appropriation,
disruption of hunting by poachers
and potential incursion of previously
unknown diseases.

Flatter/swampy ground - these
sections will require high road base and
more culverts, bridges and drainage.

Social disparity: Relatively few
prosper from road development such
as road proponents and social elite
(e.g. resulting in higher land price)
while many such as those who are
forced to migrate, do not.

criticisms levelled by many civil society
and community groups in both Borneo
and Peninsular Malaysia.
Furthermore, with the uncertainty
over the high levels of ongoing
investment required for the future
maintenance of the highway, it may
fail to deliver the economic and
social expectations, considering the
difficult terrain it will need to traverse
in both Sabah and Sarawak, and
the intense seasonal tropical rainfall.
If maintenance of the proposed Pan
Borneo Highway is inadequate, it will
rapidly become an economic liability.
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SOCIO-POLITICAL RISKS

INADEQUACIES IN EIAs

Figure 1: This Malayan tapir is a road killed victim in northern Peninsular Malaysia
(photo © WWF-Malaysia)
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EIAs are intended to identify many of
the risks and potential liabilities of road
infrastructure projects, and to minimise
such risks with suitable mitigation
and offset measures. In Malaysia,
an EIA had been a mandatory
regulatory requirement for prescribed
infrastructure projects since 1988
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(DoE, 2007). This has seen environment
impacts in Malaysia significantly
reduced when compared to other
comparable tropical countries.
However, many relevant road
risks have not been adequately
identified during the EIA process for
road infrastructure projects, resulting
in inadequate mitigation measures.
This ineffectual assessment has
been occurring due to a number of
apparent inadequacies in the current
process and requirement of EIAs
(Yusoff and Hashim, 1996; Briffett et al.,
2004) including spatial and temporal
ignorance, conflict of interests and the
relaxation and flexibility of legislative
requirements.
EIAs in road infrastructure projects
in Malaysia often assess a narrow
spatial and temporal scale that is
inadequate to identify the impact on
wildlife such as tigers and elephants,
whose large home ranges and
movement corridors may overlap with
planned road locations. Assessments
also often focus on potential local
impacts within a limited spatial scale
and therefore fail to adequately
assess the impact of development on
the whole landscape.
For
example,
the
current
requirements for EIAs mean they
rarely effectively identify the impacts
on landscape level hydrological
process and water flow, downstream
wetland biodiversity and related
livelihood activities (such as fishing) in
downstream human communities. The

consequences become apparent
when there are environmental
pollution, clean water shortages,
landslides occurrence or reduction in
income.
EIAs surveys rarely, if ever, assess
temporal variation in environmental
communities. For instance, repeated
surveys across a landscape and diurnal
and seasonal period are necessary to
identify rare and threatened species
(Raiter et al., 2014). As mentioned,
this practice is rarely evident in EIAs
for road infrastructure projects in
Malaysia or elsewhere in the tropics.
Few EIAs in Malaysia effectively
assess indirect or induced and
cumulative effects of a project, such
as when a road opens a forested
region to subsequent degradation.
Access to these once intact areas
can lead to significant degradation
through
encroachment,
hunting,
poaching and habitat fragmentation.
For example, in Terengganu, 90%
of snares and poaching camps in
the forest were found within 5 km of
the state route T156 (Clements et al.,
2014). Such indirect impacts of road
infrastructure expansion in forested
areas are rarely identified during the
EIA process. Furthermore, the EIAs
requirement for small projects is often
relaxed (i.e. not requiring community
consultation and comments) or
even deemed unnecessary for mini
projects (DoE, 2007). However, the
cumulative impacts of several small
and mini projects may prove highly
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Figure 2: Potholes in tropical roads (photo © Mohammed Alamgir)

detrimental to the landscape with
regards to both natural ecosystems
and human communities. In that
sense, relatively few EIAs are
sufficiently robust or adequate in
scope.
As with most countries, the most
striking feature of road development
EIAs in Malaysia is the presence of
“conflicts of interest”. This means that
as most EIAs are funded by the project
proponent, the consultancy firm may
hesitate to conduct a stringent EIA
if it believes this will result in it being
blacklisted in future by other project
proponents.
Project proponents usually have
considerable resources and they
push hard to get projects approved,
regardless of EIAs. As such, consulting
companies
which
deliver
EIAs
with very few mitigation measures
despite the increased risks and lack
of appropriate safeguards (Alamgir
et al., 2017), will be the ones in high
demand.
Moreover,
the
EIA
process
places the burden of proof on road
opponents who rarely have detailed
information about rare species,
biological resources and ecosystem
services needed to determine the
actual environmental costs of roads
(Alamgir et al., 2017).
In addition, the time allocation for
public comments is often very limited
and the requirement for a National
Registration Identification Card (NRIC)
number for online comments not only
discourages local community input
but also prevents international experts
from providing useful and informed
comments.
Often, road proponents also
submit EIAs at a very late stage in the
development process, sometimes
even after a project has already
started, although they are required
to do so at the planning stage. This
late submission can prevent the
inclusion of effective comments or
project modifications by exterior
experts. For example, while the
Department of Environment and
Economic Planning Unit are usually
quite stringent in incorporating public
comments into development process
and approvals, the late submission of

FEATURE
EIAs may prevent their inclusion and
thus limit adequate modification and
mitigation measures.
Many EIAs carried out for
infrastructure projects in tropical
developing countries are extremely
superficial. A classic example can be
seen in an EIA survey for a housing
project in Panama’s suburban forests
which reported only 12 common bird
species. Subsequently, a bird expert
identified 121 bird species in the same
survey area within only two hours
including several rare and threatened
species (Laurance, 2007).
As in many other developing
nations, some EIA surveys in Malaysia
are conducted by inexperienced
scientists who may not have the
skills required for identifying rare and
threatened species.
This
trend
of
employing
inexperienced scientists is also due
to a shortage of skilled experts and
the cost minimisation practices of EIA
firms in order to remain competitive.
Such inadequacies are compounded
by the fact that EIA supervising
and approving bodies, such as the
Economic Planning Unit and the
Department of Environment, often
suffer from inadequate financial
resources and their own lack of
highly skilled personnel to effectively
scrutinise the often complex EIAs for
road infrastructure projects.

CONCLUSION
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The deficiencies of EIAs for road
projects
increase
the
risk
of
environmental
damage,
social
conflicts and litigation which can lead
to project delays, cost overruns or even
project cancellation. However, many
risks can be potentially minimised if
road engineers are aware of them
during the planning and road design
phases. Further, the inadequacies
in EIAs for road projects can be
minimised through the incorporation
of proactive planning and greater
community engagement (details in
Laurance et al., 2015) throughout the
life of the project.
The inadequate consideration of
risks in road infrastructure planning
and the serious flaws in EIAs in road
projects are not confined only to
THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS, MALAYSIA

Figure 3: Slumping in tropical roads (photo © Mohammed Alamgir)

developing nations but also in many
developed countries.
However, in Malaysia, with the
current rapid expansion of the
road network, the pressure on
policy makers by road proponents,
extractive industries and multilateral
lenders is many times higher than that
by scientists and conservationists. The
pressure would be greatly lessened
through further financial resource
provision and an increase in the use
of highly skilled field personnel by
the EPU and DOE. This would enable
them to deliver the EIAs process
more effectively through all stages,
including the revision of current EIA
requirements and processes, the
effective monitoring practices of
road developments and the strict
enforcement of legislation. With such
improvements, the producers of EIAs
will be required to reach minimum
satisfactory standards and this will
very likely have positive impacts
on the long-term environmental,
economic and social outcomes of
road developments in Malaysia.
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Identifying the deleterious ecological effects of developments, such as roads, mining, and urban expansion,
is essential for informing development decisions and
identifying appropriate mitigation actions. However,
there are many types of ecological impacts that slip
‘under the radar’ of conventional impact evaluations
and undermine the potential for successful impact mitigation (including offsets). These ‘enigmatic’ impacts
include those that are small but act cumulatively; those
outside of the area directly considered in the evaluation;
those not detectable with the methods, paradigms, or
spatiotemporal scales used to detect them; those facilitated, but not directly caused, by development; and
synergistic impact interactions. Here, we propose a
framework for conceptualising enigmatic impacts and
discuss ways to address them.
The problem of enigmatic ecological impacts
There is increasing recognition of the need to find ways to
reduce the environmental impact of human development
(e.g., [1–5]). This has led to a proliferation of approaches to
evaluate, manage, mitigate, and offset the ecological
impacts of developments. Evaluations of ecological impact,
such as environmental impact assessments, biodiversity
offset calculations, and conservation or land-use plans, are
generally intended to account for the full range of foreseeable ecological impacts of proposed developments. However, despite the popularity of impact evaluations (see
Glossary) and some substantial improvements over time,
their effectiveness remains questionable [6].
In particular, impact evaluations tend to reduce complex
impacts of human activity to simple, user-friendly metrics to
streamline integration of economic and environmental concerns in decision making [7]. They are usually limited in
scope to impacts on a predetermined subset of environmental values [4,8]. Impact evaluations are also limited by the
knowledge and tools available for identifying impacts, the
skills, interests, and motivations of the people conducting,
approving, and auditing evaluations, and political dynamics
Corresponding author: Raiter, K.G. (keren.raiter@research.uwa.edu.au,
keren.g.raiter@gmail.com).
Keywords: cumulative impacts; offsite impacts; cryptic impacts; secondary impacts;
ecological impact evaluations; synergistic impacts.
0169-5347/
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[9–11]. Furthermore, data are often lacking for uncommon
and localised species. Although some ecological impacts are
simple and immediately apparent, others are subtle yet
potentially far-reaching. Examples of the disparity between
the full extent of impacts resulting from a development,
and the impacts that have been accounted, are mounting
[8,12–18]. Accounting for enigmatic impacts is not the only
challenge inherent in mitigating development impacts (e.g.,
[3,10,19]), but addressing it is crucial: oversights in accounting for impacts undermine the ability of mitigation strategies to achieve their objectives (e.g., [12,18]).
Here, we provide a framework for conceptualising what
we refer to as ‘enigmatic’ ecological impacts: impacts that
are easily and often overlooked in impact evaluations. This
framework can inform decisions regarding planning objectives, acceptable developments, offset requirements, and
regional environmental mitigation strategies. We also explore ways in which the challenges of mitigating these
impacts may be met.
Four categories of enigmatic impact
Our framework identifies four categories of impact that are
often overlooked or inadequately addressed in impact evaluations: (i) cumulative; (ii) offsite; (iii) cryptic; and (iv)
secondary impacts. Interactions between multiple impacts
Glossary
Ecological impact: : the effects or consequences of a current or proposed
action on ecosystems, processes, and ecological values and services; that is,
the difference between what would happen with the action and what would
happen without it [68].
Enigmatic impact: : any one of a large range of ecological impacts that is not
systematically accounted for in impact evaluations. We define four categories
of enigmatic impact: (i) cumulative impacts: the combined effects of
individually acceptable or negligible impacts that become significant at
regional scales or over longer temporal scales; (ii) offsite impacts: impacts
that occur away from the immediate locality of the disturbance or study area
and may permeate far into apparently undisturbed areas; (iii) cryptic impacts:
impacts that escape detection using existing methods, resources, or technology, under existing scientific paradigms, within assessment time frames, or at
the spatial and temporal scales used in the evaluation; and (iv) secondary
impacts: impacts that are not directly caused by the development in question,
but are facilitated by it.
Impact evaluation: : any process, policy, or document that includes an
evaluation of ecological impacts of development for the purposes of informing
decisions or plans, or otherwise mitigating those impacts. This includes, but is
not limited to, environmental impact statements and assessments, strategic
assessments, applications for clearing permits or similar, works or project
approvals, biodiversity offset or biobanking strategies and calculations, and
conservation or land-use plans that include sustainable environmental
management or biodiversity conservation (or similar) in their objectives.
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may also be overlooked. These categories, named after the
reasons for which the impacts are excluded from impact
evaluations, act as a checklist for scoping the various
‘enigmatic’ impacts that could result from a development
or series of developments. As such, the categories are not
mutually exclusive: an impact may be overlooked for multiple reasons.
Exactly which category an impact belongs to depends on
the environmental, social, legislative, scientific, and technological context in which they occur, as illustrated by
examples throughout this paper. Some will ‘slip under the

radar’ in certain contexts but not in others. The first and
fourth categories are adopted from existing literature and
policies (e.g., [6,20]), and the second and third categories
are reformulated from concepts elsewhere (e.g., [12,21,22]):
the four categories have not previously been synthesised in
a single paper.
Cumulative impacts: death by a thousand cuts
‘Cumulative impacts’ refer to the sum of individual impacts
that alone are considered negligible, but accumulate over
space and/or time and are so numerous that they are

Box 1. Cumulative and offsite impacts of oil sands development in Canada
Oil sand extraction from naturally occurring bitumen under the boreal
forests of western Canada exemplifies the issue of cumulative impacts
across a landscape [13]. The boreal forests of North America represent
a quarter of the remaining intact forests worldwide, but are becoming
increasingly impacted by seismic lines and infrastructure corridors
associated with the expansion of in situ energy production. The amount
of vegetation cleared appears small (conventional seismic lines are 5–
8 m wide), but the cumulative disturbance footprint of drill pads and
other infrastructure is large, estimated to reach 296 000 ha over the next
40 years [13] (Figure IA). Other impacts include: depletion of freshwater
resources; damage to aquatic ecosystems; acidification of land and
water; contamination events; production and desalination wastes and
byproducts and accidental spills; and the loss of fens and wetlands by
conversion to upland landscapes [13].
However, these impacts do not end at the edge of the disturbance
footprint (Figure IB). Studies have shown that the threatened

(A)

woodland caribou (Figure IC) tends to avoid areas less than 1 km
from roads and wells. Roads further fragment caribou habitat by
acting as semipermeable barriers to movement [13,69]. This is
concerning given that woodland caribou populations are declining
rapidly, with an approximate halving of populations every 8 years.
Projected density of artificial edges caused by oil extraction may
increase from 1.8 km/km2 up to 8.0 km/km2, with a decline in habitat
availability from 43% to 6% of the land base over the next 20 years
[13,70].
A suite of other species has also been found to avoid infrastructure
in the boreal forests of Canada, including the yellow bellied
sapsucker, lynx, marten, fisher, wolverine, boreal chickadee, brown
creeper, rose-breasted grosbeak, red-breasted nuthatch, and various
warblers [13]. According to Schneider and Dyer [13], ‘it is the regional
cumulative impact of multiple developments, not the impact at any
specific site, that is of greatest concern’.

(B)

(C)

TRENDS in Ecology & Evolution

Figure I. Enigmatic impacts from oil sand extraction in Alberta, Canada. Satellite view of roads and well pads showing disturbance footprint (A), satellite view of roads
and well pads showing wildlife avoidance zones in red (B), woodland caribou, threatened by multiple impacts of development (C). Reproduced, with permission, from R.
Schneider (A, B) and J. Bennett, Sierra Club Canada Foundation (C).
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significant when considered in totality [23,24]. A common
example of cumulative impacts is many small instances of
habitat loss. Individual areas cleared for development,
such as housing, drill pads, or roads, may be small but
in sum could be unacceptable (Box 1). This concept was
originally coined in economics as the ‘tyranny of small
decisions’ [25] or ‘death by a thousand cuts’ [13].
Cumulative impacts are often overlooked because impact
evaluations are often limited by laws that focus exclusively
on project-by-project evaluations or impacts deemed to be
‘significant’, and/or ‘reasonably foreseeable’ [3,4,23,24]. The
emerging fields of strategic and cumulative impact assessments attempt to address these issues, but in their present
form are ineffectual or not applied widely [3,23].
Two concerns regarding cumulative impacts are that
they can push natural systems over ecological thresholds
and their consequences may not be merely additive
[5]. Nonlinear relations (such as between remnant habitat
area and species richness), feedback mechanisms (such as
degraded habitat being less resilient to climate change),
space–time lags, and critical tipping points mean that the
accumulation of numerous small impacts can be catastrophic [5,23,26]. For example, Florida Bay changed
abruptly from a clear-water system with seagrasses and
manatees to a ‘dead’ system with murky water dominated
by plankton blooms. The change was unexpected but was
probably a threshold response to long-term pollution from
septic systems for a long period preceding [27].
Offsite impacts: out of ‘site’, out of mind
Offsite impacts are those impacts that are difficult to
account for in impact evaluations because they are outside
the immediate location of the disturbance (the development footprint). Some offsite impacts are considered in
impact evaluations (often as so-called ‘indirect’ impacts)
but there are countless impacts that are not included
because they are offsite or outside the designated project
area or relevant jurisdiction.
Offsite impacts include effects that may occur at great
distances from the development such as air, water, light, or
noise pollution; or contamination of ecosystems with dust,
salt, excess nutrients, or other toxins. They also include
alterations to habitat quality away from the disturbance
footprint or survey area, such as changed microclimates,
altered foraging potential and susceptibility to predation
near edges, barriers to wildlife movement and water flow,
and changes in animal behaviour with flow-on effects for
ecosystems [26,28]. Such changes have been identified
even when disturbances are as minor as quiet, nonconsumptive recreation, which is a land use typically thought
to be compatible with biodiversity protection [29].
The ecological impacts of hydrocarbons from the extraction, processing, transport, and use of crude oil in the
Arabian Gulf exemplify offsite impacts. Hydrocarbons
and other pollutants reach the waters of the Gulf by
adsorbing to dust carried by wind to the marine environment or via ballast discharge, dredging, infilling, and spills
[30,31]. Hydrocarbons can remain dissolved or suspended
in water and ingested or absorbed by marine organisms
and are often concentrated via food chains, with toxic and
carcinogenic effects. However, these impacts are difficult to
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account for in impact evaluations relating to crude oil
activities because of geographic and political separation
between the contaminant source and sink [30,31].
More broadly, increasing flood risk to island nations and
coastal areas from sea-level rise is an offsite impact of
developments that produce greenhouse gases [32]. Many
offsite impacts are also cryptic and are covered further
later.
Cryptic impacts: the arsenic in the tea
Cryptic impacts elude detection and may be overlooked
because of inherent limitations of impact evaluations, but
they can be substantial. Reliable detection may be compromised by limited assessment time frames, spatial
scales, statistical power, practitioner skill, technology
and resources, and the practicalities of survey design
[33]. Often only impacts on specific taxonomic groups,
ecological communities, or environmental features are
evaluated [4,8,12,18].
Cryptic impacts include: noise and light pollution effects
on animal communication, movement, foraging, reproductive behaviour and success, visual capabilities, community
structure, and predator–prey interactions [34,35]; air pollution impacts on ovule and pollen viability [36]; fragmentation of populations and loss of genetic connectivity [28];
and unwitting disease and invasive species introductions
(further examples in Box 2). Furthermore, statistical noise
frequently masks trends in ecological data to the extent
that early-warning indicators fail to give sufficient warning of potential regime shifts, particularly where data are
sparse [16].
Impacts of development on restricted-range endemics
are often cryptic, with many species undescribed, poorly
surveyed, and/or hard to find, owing to their cryptic nature
[37–39]. In Western Australia, where restricted-range endemism is widespread, the Environmental Protection Authority has legislative responsibility to ensure that
proposals do not threaten the viability of these species,
but many impacts on such species remain unnoticed
[38,39].
In 2009, a mining operation in the Great Western Woodlands of southwestern Australia was approved because the
restricted-range ameirid copepod (i.e., a small invertebrate
that inhabits underground water) found there was thought
to occur elsewhere as well [38]. However, the rapid timelines imposed precluded detailed morphological or molecular determination of conspecificity. Subsequent
examination found that the two populations belonged to
different genera, with the initial population misidentified
because of convergent morphology [38]. Consequently, the
ameirid is threatened with extinction by dehydration of its
habitat.
Secondary impacts: Pandora’s box
Secondary impacts are not directly caused by developments but are facilitated by them, yet are generally not
considered the legal responsibility of development proponents in impact evaluations. For example, secondary
impacts of a hydroelectric dam include the (unintended)
impacts of activities facilitated by the road network
required for its construction and maintenance [40].
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Box 2. Cryptic impact examples
Low-frequency effects on cephalopods
Low-frequency underwater noise produces substantial alterations
of the structures responsible for regulating balance and position in
cephalopods, such as cuttlefish (Figure IA). This work has shown that
the type of noise that is produced by shipping, offshore industrial
construction, resource exploitation activities, and naval manoeuvres
in marine environments worldwide threatens the survival of these
organisms. Little is known about flow-on effects for marine ecosystems worldwide, although they may be substantial [71].
Combining native forests and exotic tree plantations for forest survey
Exotic tree plantations (Figure IB) were lumped together with native
forests through automatic analyses of satellite imagery by the Forest
Survey of India. This resulted in misleading reports that forests in
India expanded by 5% in the decade preceding 2009, when native
forests are in fact estimated to have declined by 3.5% per year, driven
primarily by forest cutting for fuel wood [12]. These rapid declines in
an area that encompasses parts of three recognised biodiversity
hotspots were obscured by inappropriate use and interpretation of
analytical methods.

Effects of linear infrastructure on water movement and dependent
vegetation
Roads can have cryptic impacts on landscapes by interrupting
overland flow, upon which vegetation depends (Figure IC). The top
half of Figure IC shows the upslope area with annual wind grass
(Aristida contorta) cover. The lower half of the image shows the effect
of water starvation by the road: water from upslope is directed along
the road and into creek lines and no longer flows overland [72].
Introduction of microscopic pathogens
Phytophthora cinnamomi is an invasive plant pathogen almost
invisible to the naked eye that is practically impossible to eradicate
once introduced. This pathogen was inadvertently introduced to
Australia and became widespread before it was discovered and its
impacts understood. With devastating ecological impacts globally, it
is listed as one of the key threatening processes in Australia [73]. Other
examples of cryptic invasions include the destructive invasion by nonnative earthworms in northern America [41], and devastation caused
by invasive rodents on islands, tramp ants, and numerous weeds
[20,74,75].

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
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of water
ﬂow
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Figure I. Examples of cryptic impacts described in the literature. A cephalopod, whose survival can be threatened by industrial noise in marine environments (A), a
landscape of mixed native forests and exotic plantations in India (B), a landscape in which annual wind grass has been severely impacted by a road diverting overland
water flow (C), and hyphal swellings of the invasive plant pathogen Phytophthora cinnamomi under a light microscope (D). Reproduced, with permission, from
Gbaddorf (A) and P.J. Waddell (C).
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Indeed, secondary impacts are frequently associated
with increased access to relatively undisturbed areas
through such road networks. Such accessibility can attract
poachers, loggers, miners, graziers, arsonists, land speculators, recreationalists, and even researchers. These uses
almost inevitably result in further impacts that can extend
far beyond the initial impacts of a development both in
space and time, such as introductions of invasive organisms with major ramifications for ecosystems (e.g., [41]).
Thus, secondary impacts are also called ‘human invasions’,
or the ‘Pandora’s box effect’ [20,26].
For example, numbers of forest elephants in Central
Africa have been reduced by an estimated 40% by illegal
poaching for ivory. Intense poaching is a result of a combination of issues, including poverty, weak regulatory
powers, and corruption, but access to elephant habitat
via new roads is a demonstrated key factor determining
poaching rates [42]. Despite providing much-needed economic benefits to human populations, road expansion is
associated with increasing threats and local extinctions
worldwide [42,43].
Other examples of secondary impacts include the growing contributions of human-ignited fires, ‘spontaneous colonisation’, uncontrolled logging, mining, and slash-andburn farming to deforestation in the Amazon basin, that
are secondary consequences of an aggressive development
strategy of the Brazilian Government [26,44,45]. The strategy includes US$40 billion worth of new and upgraded
highways, roads, hydroelectric reservoirs, and power lines,
and has been predicted to cause deforestation and severe
degradation of up to 500 000 and 2.37 million ha of forest
per year respectively, with the majority of impacts above
and beyond the direct impacts of the developments [44].
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Box 3. Impact synergies in space and time
Possibly the most overlooked impacts lie beyond the full extent of
individual impacts: in their interactions. Interactions may be
antagonistic, additive, or synergistic; that is, the combined effect
may be less than, equal to, or greater than the sum of their isolated
effects, respectively [48]. Synergistic impacts may also result when
one impact facilitates another. Interactions between impacts that are
separated by long time periods or operate over different spatial
scales are perhaps the most likely to be overlooked.
Coverdale et al. [47] investigated a latent, historical synergistic
interaction between mosquito ditching that occurred on Cape Cod,
Massachusetts, during the 1930s, and recent predator depletion
caused by recreational fishing in developed areas. Historical
construction of ditches to drain flooded mosquito breeding habitats
expanded existing low-marsh cord grass (Spartina alterniflora) into
areas formerly dominated by high marsh, but this had little effect for
decades. Recently, however, recreational fishing reduced predator
abundances, such that native herbivorous crab (Sesarma reticulatum) populations exploded, causing herbivore-driven saltmarsh dieoffs where low-marsh cord grass existed. The synergistic interaction
between these impacts resulted in amplified die-off events, despite
the historical impact having been dormant for decades.
Local and global impact synergies can also present significant
challenges for impact evaluation. For example, global warming can
cause direct physiological stress to seagrasses, and excessive local
nutrient inputs can cause increased growth of phytoplankton and
epiphytes, but the two in combination can have more deleterious
impacts on seagrass meadows than their individual impacts
combined [48].
Other examples of impact synergies include interactions between
habitat degradation and dominance hierarchies of reef fish that
substantially alter the mechanisms that structure reef fish communities [76]. In the Amazon basin, increased fire incidence, decreased
carbon storage, and changes in forest dynamics caused by logging
and fragmentation of forests are amplified by changes in the
climate, with potential for dangerous feedback between impacts
[26,77,78].

Impact synergies
For every pair of impacts, there are possible synergies that
exacerbate environmental damage. The combined effect of
the two impacts could be greater than their sum, or one
phenomenon might facilitate another. For example, the
synergistic effects of multiple species extinctions on ecosystem function are often greater than the additive effect of
each extinction, were it to occur in isolation; also, forest
fragmentation can facilitate fires [44,46]. It is difficult to
predict interactions between different threats and stressors on multiple temporal and spatial scales, and how often
they create problematic synergies [47,48]. Nevertheless,
history shows that synergistic phenomena can have substantial ecological impacts [48], as outlined in some examples in Box 3.

of governments and regulatory agencies, and persistent
weaknesses in rigorous scientific input and meaningful
public participation [6,33,43,49].
Quantifying all the enigmatic impacts and their interactions for each development is unlikely given constraints
of money and knowledge. However, given the imperatives
of conservation and development, governments and proponents need to develop approaches to prevent enigmatic
impacts where possible, manage the more predictable
impacts, and build mechanisms to account for and mitigate
the remainder in a more generic sense. Examples of such
mechanisms are presented in Box 4. This process should
follow the mitigation hierarchy of (i) avoid, (ii) minimise,
(iii) restore, and (iv) offset, with reconsideration of approval for developments that are expected to have large enigmatic impacts [6,50].

Challenges and opportunities
Evaluating impacts is the first step to mitigating them.
Some impacts are overlooked because they are difficult to
detect, quantify, and attribute. In other cases, ignoring
them may simply be convenient or politically expedient
from a development perspective (e.g., [12,49]).
The difficulty of accounting for enigmatic impacts is not
the only hurdle to achieving credible impact evaluations.
The effectiveness of many impact evaluations can be
undermined by a suite of political and economic constraints including corruption, poor governance, attitudes

Strategic and large-scale evaluation and planning
Developments in regional land-use planning, cumulative
and strategic assessments, strategic offsets, and integrated resource management have the greatest potential for
mitigating impacts that are inadequately accounted for in
project-level evaluations. Such approaches can respond
proactively rather than react to developments and provide
a much needed mechanism for addressing cumulative
impacts [4]. They can also help to ensure that evaluations
are designed in ways that maximise their power to detect
enigmatic impacts, such as allowing sufficient survey time
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Box 4. Addressing enigmatic impacts in practice
The Nature Conservancy’s Development by Design: cooperative
mitigation of offsite impacts
The Nature Conservancy was recently commissioned by global
gold miner Barrick Gold to develop a cooperative mitigation plan for
their Kanowna Belle operations in Western Australia [2,79]. The
objective of the plan was to implement Barrick’s corporate goal of no
net loss of biodiversity.
The Nature Conservancy used the science-based Development by
Design mitigation planning process to develop a plan for mitigation
and offsetting that included a number of elements designed to account
for commonly overlooked impacts. These comprised the inclusion of a
1-km buffer zone around mine footprints and roads in the calculation of
impacts for offsetting purposes (to account for ‘indirect impacts’;
Figure I), a consideration of risks inherent in achieving successful offset
outcomes, and a disturbance index based on the cumulative density of
mapped disturbance features to inform offset options and priorities.
Environmental risk management and liability insurance for cryptic
impacts
If combined with laws that place responsibility for environmental
impacts on development proponents, environmental liability

insurance can act as a decentralised means of ensuring high
regulatory compliance that could reduce oversights in addressing
cryptic impacts. Insurance is an effective risk management
mechanism because of its capacity to segregate and spread risk
effectively, allow for the monitoring and control of behaviour, and
encourage loss reduction measures [67]. Importantly, insurance
schemes have a lower regulatory burden than most other forms of
enforcement.
Although insurance has been used extensively for managing
environmental risks to humans from natural disasters, it has only
rarely been used to manage the risks of environmental calamities
caused by human activities. Section 112(r) of the 1990 US Clean
Air Act Amendments provides one example: it offers an opportunity to utilise insurance coupled with third-party inspections to
encourage firms to reduce their risks of pollution events from
accidents and disasters [67]. At present, impacts that are covered
by insurance firms are restricted to human loss of life and injury,
and environmental and social impacts remain negative externalities. There clearly is potential to include these other impacts into
the insurance equation.
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Figure I. An example of an offset calculation in which offset impacts have been taken into account with buffers around disturbed areas in a cooperative mitigation plan
developed by the Nature Conservancy for Barrick Gold’s Kanowna operations. Reproduced, with permission, from J. Kiesecker, The Nature Conservancy.
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frames, considering regional implications beyond individual projects, identifying ancillary impacts, and predicting
secondary impacts [3,4,18,44].
However, many such approaches are severely limited,
not widely implemented, and are ‘underdeveloped’
[3,5,6,23]. For example, in the Appalachian region of the
USA the impacts of mountaintop mining are only considered for aquatic ecosystems, and severe terrestrial impacts
are systematically overlooked [18]. Similarly, fewer
impacts would evade consideration if evaluations were
broadened from assessing impacts defined as ‘significant’.
Trade-offs associated with expanding the scope of impact evaluations could include increased difficulty in decision making regarding approval and prioritising
mitigation actions. However, a more realistic picture of
probable impacts can only serve to better inform such
decisions, and numerous impacts could be grouped or
weighted to ensure straightforward yet robust outcomes.
While strategic assessments can facilitate more comprehensive evaluation of enigmatic impacts, other strategic approaches can help to mitigate those impacts. For
example, the benefits of offsetting numerous, small developments may be questionable when compensatory activities are implemented separately for individual impacts,
but strategic offset funds can provide consolidated
sources of funding for offset activities while reducing
overall costs. Such approaches would require simple rules
for calculating offset requirements and could target regional environmental priorities. Importantly, they can
also address cumulative impacts that are commonly too
small to offset because the transaction costs of implementing the offset are higher than the cost of implementing the compensatory activity.
Manage, concentrate, and protect
Many enigmatic impacts could be reduced substantially by
concentrating developments in areas that are already
disturbed, incorporating buffer zones into land-use planning processes and impact evaluations, and establishing
no-development zones (or protected areas) in relatively
undisturbed areas [51,52]. Roads and developments that
penetrate into previously inaccessible areas are disproportionately associated with secondary (and other enigmatic)
impacts and could be avoided as a priority [20,26]. Limits
on linear infrastructure density could be imposed in other
areas. Infrastructure can be shared and consolidated
where possible, and investment made into overcoming
the barriers to sharing; a strategy also likely to generate
cost savings [51,52]. The probable benefits of linear disturbances such as roads and firebreaks that are to be used
for ‘public good’ purposes, such as fire management or
ecological monitoring, should be assessed against possible
deleterious impacts.
Conserve wilderness or intactness. Other planning policies can complement efforts to concentrate developments
and establish no-development zones. Wilderness conservation policies, such as the US Wilderness Act of 1964 [53],
effectively prevent countless enigmatic impacts by restricting development in relatively undisturbed areas and represent cost-effective means for long-term biodiversity
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conservation [54]. However, wilderness is a much debated
concept and is embedded in policy only in certain parts of
the world [54]. Intactness indices offer a proxy for identifying areas that are less likely to be impacted by enigmatic
impacts and may provide an alternative tool for avoiding
them [55,56].
Address historical impacts and mitigate co-occurring
Deleterious interactions between multiple
impacts.
impacts, including historical disturbances and global
changes, need to be addressed by the societies that have
benefited from these developments and by industries that
further impact those ecosystems. Where little is known
about managing such synergisms, developers can at least
minimise their occurrence by measures such as actively
rehabilitating disturbed areas, managing species invasions, and facilitating faunal movement across linear infrastructure.
Access management. Secondary impacts can be reduced
by restricting public and commercial access along designated-purpose roads, addressing off-road access, and rehabilitating linear infrastructure corridors immediately after
project completion. This approach may be difficult to implement in areas where the rule of law is limited and
appropriate substitutes may need to be developed, such
as creating alternatives to poaching or logging for income
generation. Access management may also need to be balanced with community demands for infrastructure development and recreation.
Enhance evaluation
Improve ethical and professional scientific practice. A
number of emerging approaches and methods have the
potential to enhance evaluation and hence better inform
decisions. These include generalised ecological rules of
thumb and precautionary approaches that can be applied
without detailed assessment and early warning indicators.
Calls for addressing ongoing weaknesses in the quality of
science underpinning impact evaluations are not new
[33,57]. Regulatory agencies, environmental practitioners,
and development proponents could improve industry standards and quality control to ensure appropriate application
of effort, technology, and expertise in scoping and assessing
probable impacts [38]. Rigorously elicited expert knowledge could also complement insufficient data in evaluating
likely impacts [58].
Integrated use of available knowledge, precautions, decision-support tools, and projections. Some enigmatic
impacts could be accounted for with estimated uncertainty
buffers and additional offset multipliers (e.g., [19]). Impact
modelling and spatially explicit estimations that incorporate projected impact trends can aid in reducing uncertainty related to data deficiency and in accounting for probable
future impacts, as has been done for Amazonian avifauna
extinction risks [59–61].
Decision-support tools, such as structured decision making and value-of-information analyses, can also aid in
determining the best use of precaution and preferable
courses of action in the face of uncertainty, for instance,
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where quarantine measures should be used, or when
further research or monitoring is beneficial [62]. Such tools
can also determine when resource expenditure on monitoring a cryptic threatened species, versus managing the
species without monitoring, or surrendering resources to
other conservation needs, is optimal [63]. This approach
can be adapted to unknown threats, such as in determining
when it is wiser or more cost effective to act on a conservative assumption of impact than expend resources on
assessment.
Research to establish baselines and early warning
indicators. Long-term ecological studies are crucial for
establishing baselines and providing key insights into
ecological responses to developments [64], and can be
particularly helpful in accounting for cryptic impacts. Such
monitoring needs to be targeted, hypothesis-driven, and
identify trigger points for management interventions to
ensure its effectiveness [65]. Improvements in methods for
determining early warning indicators can assist in mitigating potential regime shifts [16].
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Concluding remarks
Accounting for and mitigating the full breadth of enigmatic
impacts resulting from developments is ambitious but
important for preventing the continued degradation of
ecosystems and the biodiversity, ecological processes,
and services that they support. While this may be difficult
to achieve comprehensively, significant advances can be
made by improving existing mechanisms and developing
new ones, to account for the cumulative, offsite, cryptic,
and secondary impacts of developments and their interactions. Potential mechanisms include improved strategic
and cumulative assessments, no-development and restricted access zones, addressing historical impacts, improving
professional and ethical practice and decision-making processes, and adopting environmental insurance schemes.
Ultimately, it is reasonable to expect a fair accounting
process whereby the beneficiaries of development are responsible for the full environmental costs of those developments, including costs that are currently borne by the
broader society and future generations.
Acknowledgements

Address the triple bottom line
Public participation. Improving transparency and public
engagement in planning and impact evaluations can also
help to include consideration of enigmatic impacts in fullcost accounting. Lack of transparency prevents decision
makers from being held publically accountable if they did
not sufficiently consider likely impacts of a development,
such as cryptic impacts that are overlooked by developers
seeking to reduce costs or governments pursuing development agendas [4]. Collaborative governance approaches to
dealing with cumulative impacts show promise in delivering improvements, although challenges remain, such as
corrupt processes, and the time taken to negotiate partnership agreements and difficulty in implementing unpopular responses [66].
Shift risks from society to the marketplace. Governments
could better address the risks of cryptic or low-probability
impacts by explicitly placing responsibility for addressing
development impacts not accounted for (or inadequately
accounted for) in impact evaluations in the hands of developers during project approval. For example, if a species
was unwittingly introduced into an area because of a
development and became invasive, the developer would
be responsible for controlling the invasion and repairing
any resulting damage, even if they had abided by all
regulations. Responsibility for addressing certain historical impacts or collaborating with other developers to
mitigate co-occurring impacts could similarly be worked
in to approval or licence conditions.
Mandatory environmental insurance schemes offer one
way to enact this shift and could ensure that dedicated
funds are available when further impacts emerge. Such
schemes can help ensure that development decisions
intrinsically take account of the risks of unaccounted
impacts occurring, with the onus on the developer to better
account for and prevent ecological impacts to merit lower
premiums [67].
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The extent of roads and other forms of linear infrastructure is burgeoning worldwide, but their impacts
are inadequately understood and thus poorly mitigated. Previous studies have identiﬁed many potential
impacts, including alterations to the hydrological functions and soil processes upon which ecosystems
depend. However, these impacts have seldom been quantiﬁed at a regional level, particularly in arid and
semi-arid systems where the gap in knowledge is the greatest, and impacts potentially the most severe.
To explore the effects of extensive track, road, and rail networks on surface hydrology at a regional
level we assessed over 1000 km of linear infrastructure, including approx. 300 locations where
ephemeral streams crossed linear infrastructure, in the largely intact landscapes of Australia's Great
Western Woodlands. We found a high level of association between linear infrastructure and altered
surface hydrology, with erosion and pooling 5 and 6 times as likely to occur on-road than off-road on
average (1.06 erosional and 0.69 pooling features km1 on vehicle tracks, compared with 0.22 and
0.12 km1, off-road, respectively). Erosion severity was greater in the presence of tracks, and 98% of
crossings of ephemeral streamlines showed some evidence of impact on water movement (ﬂow
impedance (62%); diversion of ﬂows (73%); ﬂow concentration (76%); and/or channel initiation (31%)).
Infrastructure type, pastoral land use, culvert presence, soil clay content and erodibility, mean annual
rainfall, rainfall erosivity, topography and bare soil cover inﬂuenced the frequency and severity of these
impacts.
We conclude that linear infrastructure frequently affects ephemeral stream ﬂows and intercepts
natural overland and near-surface ﬂows, artiﬁcially changing site-scale moisture regimes, with some
parts of the landscape becoming abnormally wet and other parts becoming water-starved. In addition,
linear infrastructure frequently triggers or exacerbates erosion, leading to soil loss and degradation.
Where linear infrastructure densities are high, their impacts on ecological processes are likely to be
considerable. Linear infrastructure is widespread across much of this relatively intact region, but there
remain areas with very low infrastructure densities that need to be protected from further impacts. There
is substantial scope for mitigating the impacts of existing and planned infrastructure developments.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Linear infrastructure such as roads, tracks, railways and pipelines are pervasive features of even relatively undisturbed
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landscapes, and can affect the soil, hydrologic, and biotic processes
upon which ecosystems depend. However, their impacts on
ecological functions and processes within these landscapes are not
generally well understood, with particularly little quantiﬁcation of
how linear infrastructure affects the movement of water across
landscapes. Rather, most studies of the environmental impacts of
linear infrastructure focus on the effects of roads on wildlife and on
fragmentation of the landscape from a biotic perspective (Duniway
et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014). This lack of data has led to
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predominantly descriptive rather than analytical and predictive
planning and evaluation of hydro-ecological impacts, limiting the
development of useful baselines and prognoses of potentially
serious impacts (Karlson and Mortberg, 2015). Indeed, Duniway
and Herrick (2013) named linear infrastructure ‘one of the most
pressing rangeland management concerns in arid and semi-arid
lands globally’.
Hydrologic impacts of linear infrastructure can be subtle but
may extend over large areas, well beyond the direct infrastructure
footprint. They are generally a consequence of excess overland ﬂow
generated along relatively impermeable and unvegetated road
surfaces, interception of overland or subsurface ﬂows from upslope
areas, and altered stream ﬂows (Duniway and Herrick, 2011; King
and Tennyson, 1984; Montgomery, 1994). Key impacts include
erosion and vegetation changes in areas of increased runoff, altered
stream function, and downslope starvation due to interception of
ﬂows; each with their own cascading or feedback effects.
1.1. Increased runoff
Increased runoff resulting from reduced inﬁltration into the
surfaces of linear infrastructure can be a major cause of chronic
erosion, both along the linear infrastructure corridor and downslope of it; while some erosion can even move upstream
(Donaldson et al., 2004; Duniway and Herrick, 2011; Montgomery,
1994; Ziegler et al., 2001). Excess ﬂows can potentially breach road
edges and ﬂow downslope, initiating channel formation downstream of the road where no channel existed naturally (Katz et al.,
2014; Montgomery, 1994). Excess surface water can also pool in
roadway depressions, enter subsurface soil proﬁles and produce
minor landslides and slope instability (Montgomery, 1994). Erosion
and increased water availability in proximity to linear infrastructure affect a range of ecological functions and processes (Duniway
and Herrick, 2011).
1.2. Sheetﬂow interception
Interception of sheetﬂow (also called Hortonian overland ﬂow;
Montgomery, 1994) and subsurface ﬂows from upslope areas can
also cause water to concentrate or pool on linear infrastructure or
immediately upstream of it, or be laterally redistributed (Duniway
and Herrick, 2011; Luce, 2002; Switalski et al., 2004). This can
starve downstream areas that would have otherwise received the
ﬂow, with sometimes severe effects on downstream vegetation
communities (Duniway and Herrick, 2011; Waddell et al., 2012).
1.3. Altered stream ﬂows
Water ﬂow in streams can also be altered through impeding,
concentrating, channelling, and/or intercepting of water by linear
infrastructure, with consequences for stream functional health and
stability and for soil and organic matter movement (Donaldson
et al., 2004; King and Tennyson, 1984; Montgomery, 1994). Excess
overland runoff on linear infrastructure can also enter streams,
changing ﬂow regimes far downslope. Artiﬁcially high ﬂows can
also cause signiﬁcant downstream erosion and gully incision,
particularly given highly erosive, high-velocity ﬂows that may
result from on-road runoff generation (Luce, 2002; Wemple et al.,
1996).
1.4. Feedbacks, synergistic interactions, and drivers of impacts
These different effects of linear infrastructure on hydrological
processes can result in feedbacks or synergistic interactions with
other stressors that further degrade the hydrological integrity of a
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landscape. For example, reduced vegetation productivity in areas
starved of sheetﬂow provides less protection of soil surfaces from
UV and raindrop impacts, leading to soil crusting and reduced
inﬁltration and hence further diminishing the available water in
that area (Duniway and Herrick, 2011). Similarly, a dense network
of linear infrastructure in a catchment can act synergistically with
other activities facilitated by that infrastructure, such as reduced
vegetation cover following timber harvesting, producing larger and
higher energy ﬂows, with increased erosion and soil loss
(Bruijnzeel and Vertessy, 2004).
Hydrologic impacts of linear infrastructure will also be inﬂuenced by the characteristics of the environment which they pass
through, including rainfall, topography, soils and vegetation cover
(Huang et al., 2013; Katz et al., 2014; Webb et al., 2014). Beyond
environmental factors, linear infrastructure type, location, orientation to slope, density, and design can all affect the type and degree of impacts (Katz et al., 2014; Keshkamat et al., 2013; Pechenick
et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014).
In this paper we present a regional-level evaluation of the effects of linear infrastructure on surface and near-surface hydrology.
We characterise and quantify the range of impacts observed in the
semi-arid landscapes of south-western Australia's Great Western
Woodlands (GWW), and identify underlying drivers of these impacts. The 16 million hectare GWW is the largest intact temperate
woodland left on Earth; a region of global biodiversity signiﬁcance,
and the driest temperate area in the world in which extensive tracts
of woodland occur (Prober et al., 2012; Watson et al., 2008). To
achieve these objectives, we use a combination of ﬁeld-based assessments, GIS techniques and data analyses to test the following
hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1. Indications of altered water movement (erosion
and pooling frequency, and erosion severity) are associated with
linear infrastructure, and increase with increased engineering of
the infrastructure.
Hypothesis 2. The probability that linear infrastructure will
impact on ephemeral streams increases with level of engineering of
the infrastructure, for each of the following categories of impact:
a)
b)
c)
d)

ﬂow impedance
ﬂow diversion (away from natural course)
ﬂow concentration
stream channel initiation (as a result of ﬂow concentration or
diversion).

We also quantify the regional extent of infrastructure impacts
on surface hydrological processes in the GWW, and identify options
for mitigating those impacts.
2. Methods
2.1. Study area
The GWW is situated in the interzone between the mesic southwest corner of Western Australia, and the continent's arid interior
(Fig. 1). It comprises a mosaic of vegetation types and landforms
including salt lakes, banded ironstone formations, and rock outcrops. The landscape is ancient, deeply weathered, and very subdued except around banded ironstone formations, with shrublands
typically occurring in higher parts of the landscape on deep sands,
and woodlands predominating on lower parts of the landscape on
red clay or duplex (loam over clay) soils (Berry et al., 2010; Burnside
et al., 1995; Prober et al., 2012). The region has a low and variable
rainfall, with mean annual averages ranging from approximately
400 mm in the south-west to 200 mm in the north-east (Prober
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Fig. 1. Study area, the western portion of the Great Western Woodlands of south-western Australia, showing survey routes for the ‘erosion and pooling’ and the ‘drainage crossing’
assessments.

et al., 2012). Rainfall is winter-dominant in the south-west, but this
pattern declines toward the northeast where average winter and
summer rainfalls are similar.
The low, variable rainfall, combined with ancient and deeply
weathered geology and subdued topography, result in a landscape
hydrology characterised by gentle overland sheetﬂow (particularly
on more clayey soils; Burnside et al., 1995), and surface drainage
along ephemeral streams into large disconnected chains of salt
lakes. These lakes are mainly internally draining but link up and
ﬂow into one another during exceptionally wet years. They are
often underlain by paleochannels which formed mainly during the
Jurassic and Eocene, and shallower alluvial valley ﬂoor aquifers that

are mainly hypersaline (Braimbridge and Commander, 2005).
Water availability is probably the dominant driver of vegetation
productivity in the GWW, and there is strong edaphic and topographic control of vegetation community and structure (Burnside
et al., 1995; Prober et al., 2012). The GWW has low levels of soil
compaction and abundant ant and termite fauna; features which
generally promote soil water inﬁltration (Prober et al., 2012).
The GWW has largely escaped broad-scale clearing for agriculture because of its limited water resources and historical circumstances, although many parts have still experienced impacts of
human activities and exotic species invasions (Prober et al., 2012).
Mineral production and timber extraction from the area has
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created, and continues to create, an extensive network of roads,
tracks, pipelines and railways. Cattle and sheep pastoralism,
covering 30% of the area, has reduced the abundance of more
palatable shrubs, damaged biological soil crusts, increased soil
compaction and reduced inﬁltration resulting in increased overland
water ﬂow and soil erosion, particularly around watering points
(Burnside et al., 1995).
2.2. Assessment method
Field observations were made along over 1000 km of linear
infrastructure and undisturbed vegetation in the western half of
the GWW. The study route traversed a large portion of the GWW
and encompassed a broad range of vegetation and soil types,
landforms, and different types of linear infrastructure. Qualitative
and quantitative observations were focused on identifying instances of altered, enhanced, or reduced water movement (Fig. 2).
All assessments were conducted by KR, with discussion and input
from F. Westcott.
2.3. Erosion and pooling assessment
To examine the impact of linear infrastructure on landscape
surface water movement (hypothesis 1), we recorded erosional and
pooling features along 101 km of standard gauge railway, 340 km of
graded, unpaved roads, 377 km of major tracks (bladed unpaved
roads) and 217 km of minor tracks (unbladed vehicle tracks often
consisting of two wheel ruts through largely undisturbed vegetation, or previously bladed tracks that have degraded to ‘two wheel
rut’ condition). This assessment occurred in July 2014. Recordings
were made while driving at speeds of generally 10e40 kmhr-1, with
on-foot examinations where required. Descriptions and examples
of each type of linear infrastructure are presented in Supplemental
Material e Appendix 1. We also walked through undisturbed
vegetation along sixteen off-road transects averaging 7 km each
(total 110 km), to constitute an off-linear-infrastructure control.
Each transect consisted of walking perpendicular to a road to a prespeciﬁed point 3e5 km away (and >3 km from any other road), and
returning via an alternative route.
We recorded coordinates of all water-erosional features and
sites where pooling was evident (even if water was not present at
the time of observation) using handheld GPS units. Erosional features were classiﬁed into one of four categories on the following
scale of severity, adapted from Tongway and Ludwig (2010): 1) rill
to 5 cm deep, >2 m long; 2) rill to 15 cm deep, >10 m long; 3) rills to
30 cm deep, > 20 m long, 4) gullies deeper than 30 cm. Locations
were recorded where the road surface had been actively maintained and thus concealed erosion and pooling, where a road had
been rerouted to avoid severe and unnavigable pooling and erosion,
or where road engineering had taken place to address severe
pooling (i.e. ﬁlling in depression with gravel or sand). In addition,
pastoral tenure and evidence of feral cattle grazing (e.g. cattle
prints, droppings, or live sightings) outside of pastoral tenure were
recorded, leading to three grazing categories in the erosion and
pooling assessments: ungrazed, pastoral-grazed, and feral-grazed.
Lastly, stretches of road where bare ground and erosional pedestals and terracettes indicated the existence of sheetﬂow intersected
by the infrastructure were also recorded.
2.4. Drainage crossings assessments
Linear infrastructure impacts on drainage crossings (hypothesis
2) were assessed across 304 observed or suspected drainage
crossings along a total of 101 km of railway, 81 km of paved roads
(including a highway), 341 km of unpaved road, 375 km of major
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track and 217 km of minor track. This assessment occurred over 3
trips to the area: in October 2012, MarcheApril 2014, and July 2014.
We assessed all stream crossings on our route as previously identiﬁed from two hydrography datasets (“Hydrography, Linear” and
“Hydrography, Linear (hierarchy)”, Western Australian Department
of Water), as well as any additional natural or constructed drainage
lines encountered.
Our impact classiﬁcation system was adapted from Duniway and
Herrick (2011), the ephemeral drainage-line assessment protocol of
Tongway and Hindley (2004; a component of landscape functional
analysis), and the concept of channel initiation described by
Montgomery (1994). The ephemeral drainage-line assessment
evaluates the stability of ephemeral drainage lines as a key indicator of their status and that of the surrounding area, based on the
premise that landscapes self-organise to conserve and utilise scarce
resources (Tongway and Ludwig, 2010).
At each drainage crossing, we performed a brief assessment of
impacts on water ﬂow on each side of the road using evidence of
water pooling and movement in ground surface morphology (e.g.
existence of rills, depressions, and channels), vegetation and litter.
Impacts were classiﬁed as i) ﬂow impedance, ii) ﬂow diversion, iii)
ﬂow concentration and/or iv) channel initiation. Areas upstream of
linear infrastructure were regarded as controls for comparison with
areas downstream, except where the streamline immediately upstream from the infrastructure was affected by it (e.g. pooling upstream of road, undercutting of upstream bank, or earthworks).
Where this exception occurred, we walked further upstream to ﬁnd
a suitable ‘control’ area.
We recorded vegetation type, grazing status, presence of engineered solutions to hydrological ﬂow issues (e.g. culverts, mitre
drains), along with descriptions of the stream channel. We also
conducted detailed drainage-line assessments on two case-study
streams selected to characterise impacts, following Tongway and
Hindley (2004). In these, indices of drainage-line stability were
calculated for stream segments based on eight indicators of stability, including cross-sectional shape of channel, longitudinal
proﬁle, and vegetation on channel ﬂoors and walls (details available
at: http://alturl.com/5bpyg).
2.5. Analysis
Datasets produced and analysed in the course of this study are
available online (see Raiter, 2017). We compiled a spatial database
of the observations of erosion, pooling, and ephemeral stream
crossings on ArcGIS 10.2. We generated a range of explanatory
variables to represent the following key hypothesised drivers of
impacts: topography (topographic wetness, localised topographic
depression, slope, topographic roughness), climate (annual mean
precipitation and evaporation, rainfall seasonality and erosivity,
average runoff), soil (soil clay percentage, soil coarse fragments, soil
erodibility, soil water holding capacity, geology), and vegetation
(enhanced vegetation condition index, normalised difference
vegetation index, bare soil percentage). Variables were calculated
using ~30 m resolution hydrologically conditioned and drainage
enforced digital elevation models provided by Geosciences
Australia or extracted from the Atlas of Living Australia and are
described in further detail in Supplemental material -Appendix 2.
Response variables consisted of erosion and pooling frequency
and erosion severity for the erosion and pooling assessment, and
occurrence of ﬂow impedance, diversion, concentration, and
stream channel initiation at stream crossings, for the drainage
crossing assessment. To quantify the frequency of erosion and
pooling features in relation to the paths assessed, we counted
erosional and pooling features observed along each of 1110, 1 km
segments of the study route using Geospatial Modelling

Fig. 2. Examples of linear infrastructure impacts on surface water hydrology. a) Gully erosion along a track caused by large amounts of fast-moving water produced on-road during
rainfall events and/or intercepted from upslope overland or subsurface ﬂows. b) A track that is lower than the surrounding ground level has become a drainage channel. c) Three
locations 400 m apart along a track where sheetﬂow from upslope (right of image) appears to have been intercepted by the track, and concentrated into the three drainage outfalls
indicated by the arrows. The arrows also show the direction of ﬂow. Vegetation on the downslope (left) side of the track in the lower part of the image appears sparse and may be
suffering from water starvation. d) A small eroded channel initiated by a track along which water movement is evident. There is no channel upslope of the track. e) Pooling along a
track has created an unnatural water source which has attracted emus (Dromaius novaehollandiae). Wildlife attracted to water along infrastructure are at greater risk of road
mortality, and increasing the temporal availability of water for fauna may cause other ecological changes. f) A windrow on the upslope side of a track which intercepted sheetﬂow
and caused upslope pooling, until the windrow was breached and the water ﬂowed onto the track e now in a concentrated fashion. g) Large area of pooling along a track. Such pools
can stay wet for many days after the surrounding landscape has dried. Such obstructions to trafﬁc often cause drivers to create alternative vehicle tracks to drive around, causing
further disturbance and increasing the total road footprint. In this case the detour track (left of image) is also ﬂooded and additional detour tracks may result. Images: A, B, D, E, F:
Keren Raiter. C: Google Earth. G: Carl Gosper.
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along the 1145 km study route. Of these, 652 erosional features and
368 pooling features were on tracks, and 39 and 15 were observed
off-road, respectively. The presence of linear infrastructure thus
emerged as a major factor in determining their occurrence, with an
average of 1.06 erosional features per kilometre on-road compared
with an average of 0.22 erosional features per kilometre off-road
(Welch T-test: t ¼ 11.4, p < 0.0001). Similarly, an average of
0.69 pooling features per kilometre were observed on-road
compared with 0.12 off-road (Welch T-test: t ¼ 9.8, p < 0.0001).
Due to regular maintenance on railways and roads, the comparison
of different levels of road engineering on altered water movement
was limited to comparing major and minor tracks.

Environment (Version 0.7.3.0 Beyer, 2012).
We excluded all observations where the road surface had been
recently graded and/or otherwise maintained, as erosional or
pooling features would have been obscured. As a consequence, all
of the railways, and (paved and unpaved) roads were excluded from
the erosion and pooling frequency and erosion severity analyses,
leaving only minor and major tracks and off-road areas. We
excluded 19 sites from the drainage crossings analysis where a
stream had been mapped but was not observed on the ground.
Data exploration was carried out by box and scatterplots, to
assess the presence of outliers and investigate relationships between variables. Relationships between covariates were assessed
using Pearson correlation coefﬁcients, and combinations of highly
collinear covariates were avoided in the analysis.
We tested all of the hypotheses using classiﬁcation and regression trees; a non-parametric machine-learning statistical analysis
technique in which the predictor space is recursively partitioned
and a simple prediction model is ﬁtted within each partition.
Classiﬁcation and regression trees do not impose linearity, automatically model interactions among predictors, and can be represented graphically as decision trees, allowing easy interpretation
(James et al., 2013).
We created conditional inference trees using the method of
Hothorn et al. (2006), in the ‘party’ package (available at http://
party.r-forge.r-project.org) performed in R software (version 3.1.2,
R Core Team, 2015). The conditional inference tree approach is
advantageous over more traditional classiﬁcation and regression
trees as it uses a statistical approach to recursive partitioning which
takes into account the distributional properties of the measures
and thus removes selection bias towards covariates with many
possible splits. Conditional inference trees also use statistical signiﬁcance thresholds and stopping rules (here: p < 0.05) which
avoid overﬁtting, the need for cross-validation and pruning, and
reliance on an arbitrary threshold of ‘impurity’. For each hypothesis, conditional inference trees were ﬁrst produced using only
infrastructure type as the predictor, and then with the full suite of
potential predictors included. Further information on the model
development are provided in Appendix 3. We also used the Welch
Two-sample T test in R (base package) to test for differences between on-road and off-road frequencies of erosion and pooling.
An additional analysis using boxplots and ANOVAs was performed to test for possible compounding of the effects of linear
infrastructure and grazing (Appendix 4). This analysis concluded
that grazing (both feral and pastoral) was consistently associated
with more frequent and severe erosion within linear infrastructure
categories, as was pooling in most cases. Thus both grazing and
linear infrastructure were included as independent variables in all
analyses.
Lastly, we used a quantiﬁcation of linear infrastructure across
the GWW by Raiter et al. (2017) to estimate erosional and pooling
features, and linear infrastructure impacts on ephemeral streamlines within the region. The quantiﬁcation combined 23 unique
existing datasets of linear infrastructure and further digitised unmapped disturbance features that were visible in aerial imagery
across 24 stratiﬁed near-random sample areas. These estimates
were based on the actual erosion, pooling and ephemeral stream
crossing impact rates observed, and could not take into account
environmental predictor variables.

Erosion severity was higher in the presence of tracks (p ¼ 0.014,
Welch Two Sample t-test); the median on-road severity was 2 (rill
to 15 cm deep, >10 m long) whereas the median off-road severity
was 1 (rill to 5 cm deep, 2e10 m long). However, the effect of linear
infrastructure on erosion severity only emerged as signiﬁcant when
this was tested for alone. The full conditional inference tree analysis
identiﬁed slope, soil erodibility and bare soil percentage as sufﬁciently explaining the variation observed in the data, with greater
slope, soil erodibility, and bare soil percentage all predicting more
severe erosion (p < 0.002; Appendix 5, Fig. A5.1a).

3. Results

3.5. Drainage crossings (hypothesis 2)

3.1. Erosion and pooling frequency, and erosion severity (hypothesis
1)

Out of 285 drainage crossings assessed over 1119 km of linear
infrastructure: 176 (62%) showed signs of ﬂow impedance, 209
(73%) showed diversion of ﬂows, 219 (76%) showed concentration
of ﬂows, and 88 (31%) showed channel initiation. Regarding design

We recorded 808 erosional features and 476 pooling features

3.2. Erosion frequency
The conditional inference tree indicated that erosion was primarily determined by grazing status (p < 0.001), with erosion
signiﬁcantly more likely to occur in areas either under grazing
tenure, or where feral cattle occur (average of 1.9 erosional features
per km; Fig. 3a). In ungrazed areas (average of 0.8 erosional features
per km), the presence of linear infrastructure was the next determinant of erosion frequency with 0.7 erosional features off-road
compared with 0.9 erosional features on-road, on average
(p < 0.001). In ungrazed areas in the presence of linear infrastructure, greater topographic slope, average annual precipitation,
and soil clay proportion, all signiﬁcantly increased the expected
frequency of erosional features (all p values < 0.001).
3.3. Pooling frequency
Pooling was ﬁrstly determined by average annual rainfall, with
greater frequency of pooling in wetter areas (rain 277 mm;
p < 0.001; Fig. 3b). The type of linear infrastructure was the next
most signiﬁcant determinant of pooling frequency, although the
breakdown varied: in wetter areas, major and minor tracks both
predicted signiﬁcantly higher pooling than off-road areas, with 1.1
and 0.06 pooling features per km, respectively (p < 0.001). In
contrast, in drier areas, major tracks had signiﬁcantly more pooling
than both minor tracks and off-road areas combined (p > 0.001).
Pooling along major tracks in drier areas was more frequent where
the soil clay proportion was greater than 30% (p < 0.001), and
otherwise was greater where slope was below ~1% (p < 0.003).
Pooling along minor tracks and in off-road areas in drier areas (rain
277 mm) was again partitioned by soil clay proportion: greater
soil clay content predicted more frequent pooling (p < 0.001).
3.4. Erosion severity
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and construction attributes, 113 had culverts; 4 had ﬂattened
windrows; 112 had mitre drains; 5 had armoured pools, 5 had road
diversions, and 154 had no engineering to facilitate stream
continuation. Two of the culverts observed were blocked with
sediment. On one stretch of road, we found three examples where
culverts had been installed where there was no ﬂow, whereas the
actual streamlines (often within 1 km away) had no culverts and
were blocked by the road.
3.5.1. Impedance of ﬂows at drainage crossings (hypothesis 2a)
Type of linear infrastructure was the key driver determining the
occurrence of ﬂow impedance (p < 0.001), with the most engineered infrastructure type (railway) associated with the highest
probability of ﬂow impedance (90%, compared to 51% across other
infrastructure types; Fig. 3c). At railway crossings, lower rainfall
was associated with much higher rates of ﬂow impedance (98.5%
where rainfall was 262 mm/a, compared with 50% where rainfall
was >262 mm/a, p < 0.001).
3.5.2. Diversion of ﬂows at drainage crossings (hypothesis 2b)
Flow diversion was found to be more probable at linear infrastructure crossings where culverts occurred (88% compared to 64%
in the absence of culverts; p < 0.001). Annual average rainfall was
the next key driver, showing a signiﬁcant interaction with culvert
presence (Appendix 5 Fig. A5.1b).
3.5.3. Flow concentration at drainage crossings (hypothesis 2c)
Flow concentration was the most frequently observed impact of
linear infrastructure on ephemeral drainage lines. The classiﬁcation
tree based on type of linear infrastructure alone showed a stronger
association between ﬂow concentration and linear infrastructure
with higher levels of engineering (railways, paved roads, unpaved
roads and major tracks), compared to minor tracks (p ¼ 0.005). In
the tree derived from the broader variable set, rainfall emerged as
the primary determinant of ﬂow concentration, with concentration
more likely where rainfall is lower (263 mm, p ¼ 0.013) (Fig. 3d).
In lower-rainfall areas, the probability of observing ﬂow concentration is highest where there is a culvert, and lowest where the
fractional cover of bare soil is low (28%, p ¼ 0.019).
3.5.4. Channel initiation at drainage crossings (hypothesis 2d)
Overall, culvert presence was the primary driver of new channel
formation, with new channels formed at 45% of crossings with
culverts, and only 22% of crossings without culverts (p < 0.001,
Appendix 5, Fig. A5.1c). Where type of linear infrastructure was
considered alone, railways were the key predictor of new channel
initiation (p < 0.001); all railway crossings had culverts.
3.5.5. Ephemeral drainage line assessments of case examples
The ephemeral drainage line assessments provided further information on how linear infrastructure impacts on hydrology and
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stream stability can manifest. Fig. 4a shows an instance where
interception and diversion of sheetﬂow from upslope, combined
with excess on-road water, have breached the road zone at a low
point and produced an eroded, unstable drainage line. Fig. 4b
shows an existing stream that is largely stable upstream from a
track, but very unstable on and downstream from it, with some
upstream advancement of erosion from the track. This scenario is
likely caused by concentration of ﬂows along and by the track, and
may also have been exacerbated by cattle that have often been
observed along tracks in this area, which is a pastoral station.
3.6. Signiﬁcance of impacts across the study area
Raiter et al. (2017) estimated that a total of 149, 820 km of linear
infrastructure exist in the GWW, of which 138,311 km are major or
minor tracks. Assuming that there is consistency in the formation of
such features (i.e. not accounting the effects of environmental
variables), we estimate that approximately 146,000 erosional features (95% conf. int.: 135,000e158,000) and 96,000 pooling features (95% conf. int.: 84,000e107,000) would occur along this
length of tracks. We could not calculate the corresponding ﬁgure
for roads and railways due to regular maintenance of these types of
linear infrastructure (which would have obscured evidence of
altered water movement and hence led us to exclude them from the
analysis). Based on observed rates, we further estimate that there
may be approximately 38,000 linear infrastructure crossings of
ephemeral streamlines, of which ﬂow impedance would occur at
approximately 24,000 sites; ﬂow diversion at 28,000 sites and ﬂow
concentration at 29,000 sites, along with 12,000 instances of new
channel initiation.
4. Discussion
4.1. Hydrological impacts of linear infrastructure
We found that alterations in surface water movement associated
with linear infrastructure are numerous and pervasive, even in the
relatively ﬂat, low rainfall landscapes of the GWW. Conﬁrming our
ﬁrst hypothesis, we found that linear infrastructure is a major
driver of erosion and pooling; with erosion and pooling ﬁve and six
times more likely to occur on-road than off-road, respectively.
Erosion severity was also signiﬁcantly greater in the presence of
linear infrastructure. These ﬁndings are consistent with other
research that has pointed to a strong association between road
networks, erosion, and surface water magniﬁcation in a variety of
environments (Duniway and Herrick, 2013; Duniway et al., 2010;
Jones et al., 2000; Keshkamat et al., 2013).
Also in agreement with the literature (Duniway and Herrick,
2011; Jones et al., 2000; Katz et al., 2014), we found that linear
infrastructure has widespread impacts on ephemeral streamﬂows,
with some alteration to ﬂows observed in 98% of cases where

Fig. 3. Conditional inference trees showing the interactive effects of the main variables that explain some of the impacts of linear infrastructure on surface hydrology in the Great
Western Woodlands. The trees show the grouping of sites into categories with statistically similar expected values of the response variable, using values or levels of the key
predictor variables, as identiﬁed by the tree-building (recursive partitioning) process. Box and whisker plots show median or mean, and range of predictions for each prediction
category. a) Regression tree of key predictors of erosional feature frequency in the landscape: Two erosional features per km are predicted where there is either pastoral tenure (Y)
or evidence of feral cattle (F). Where evidence of grazing is not apparent (0), linear infrastructure presence is the next predictor, with a median of zero erosional features where
there is no infrastructure (offrd). In the presence of infrastructure (i.e. major tracks e maj.t and minor tracks e min.t), topographic slope (slope), average annual precipitation (rain),
and soil clay proportion (clay) all signiﬁcantly increase the expected frequency of erosional features. b) Regression tree showing the key predictors of pooling frequency within the
landscape: here rainfall is the primary predictor with more pooling in areas that receive average annual precipitation over 277 mm per year; infrastructure type (inf) again is the
secondary predictor: in wetter areas, there is a clear differentiation between both major and minor tracks and off-road areas, with the latter having signiﬁcantly lower pooling
frequencies. In drier areas major tracks have a signiﬁcantly higher pooling frequency than either minor tracks or off-road areas, but soil clay content and slope moderate predicted
frequencies. c) classiﬁcation tree showing the probability of observing ﬂow impedance at a linear infrastructure crossing of an ephemeral streamline: railways (rail) have a greater
likelihood of causing impedance than other infrastructure types, particularly where average annual rainfall is lower than 262 mm. d) classiﬁcation tree showing probabilities of
observing ﬂow concentration at a linear infrastructure crossing of an ephemeral streamline: ﬂows are more likely to be concentrated when they are lower to begin with (as
indicated by average annual precipitation), and where there is a culvert or greater proportion of bare soil (baresoil).
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Fig. 4. Ephemeral drainage-line assessment case studies. a) A new channel initiated by latitudinal redistribution of sheetﬂow from the upslope area, excess water generated by poor
inﬁltration and/or ﬂow concentration and channelling on and by the track. b) a stream in which ﬂows from a track were concentrated and caused chronic erosion downstream of the
road and for a shorter distance upstream.
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infrastructure crosses a streamline. Conﬁrming our second hypothesis, the more-engineered types of linear infrastructure had
stronger associations with ﬂow impedance, diversion and concentration, and channel initiation, compared to less-engineered
infrastructure, although even the less-engineered types of linear
infrastructure caused some impacts in most cases. Engineered solutions to hydrological issues (e.g. culverts) were frequent along
more-engineered infrastructure, and although they provided many
beneﬁts (e.g. allowing streamﬂows to cross infrastructure), highly
engineered infrastructure was still associated with many alterations to streamﬂows (e.g. mitre drains often create artiﬁcially wet
areas (Fig. 2c). These associations are most likely due to the changes
in surface morphology and infrastructure height relative to surrounding ground and stream channel levels.
Other predictors of hydrological impacts included grazing,
slope, precipitation, soil clay proportion and erodibility, and bare
soil percentages. Interactions between the two main anthropogenic
factors e grazing and linear infrastructure e have not been
demonstrated to date in the literature, although such interactions
have been hypothesised to occur, and have been observed for
vegetation change by Okayasu et al. (2007). Such interactions can
result in ecological tipping points being reached (Bestelmeyer et al.,
2015; Burnside et al., 1995).
The case studies exempliﬁed some of the impacts observed and
highlighted the likelihood of multiple road impacts (e.g. poor
inﬁltration and sheetﬂow interception) acting in synergy to effect
changes that extend far beyond the linear infrastructure corridor.
Such interactions have been described by others such as Duniway
and Herrick (2011).
4.2. Extent and wider consequences of linear infrastructure impacts
on landscape hydrology
To our knowledge, this study is the ﬁrst to characterise and
quantify the broad-scale impacts of linear infrastructure networks
on surface and near-surface hydrology of a semi-arid region. This
work has global relevance given the large areas of water-limited
environments on earth, and the ubiquity and rapid expansion of
linear infrastructure more generally. The estimated 335,000 occurrences of linear infrastructure impacts on surface water movement projected for the GWW are substantial (albeit an
underestimate), and similar situations are likely to be unfolding in
other areas worldwide.
These impacts have important consequences given that water
availability is the main constraint on biological activity in arid and
semi-arid ecosystems, which cover more than a third of the Earth's
land surface area (Nielsen and Ball, 2015). For example, increased
water availability in proximity to linear infrastructure has been
noted to increase vegetation greenness, productivity and fecundity
€cker et al., 2006; Lamont et al., 1994a, 1994b). Such phenomena
(Klo
have had ﬂow-on effects on ecological processes, including nearroad ﬂowering times, species hybridisation, and herbivory; and
have also resulted in increased mortality from vehicle collision for
€cker et al.,
herbivores attracted to greener near-road vegetation (Klo
2006; Lamont et al., 2003). Conversely, downslope water starvation
or erosion can severely limit many of these same processes, reduce
habitat viability for dependent species and diminish stream
condition.
Linear infrastructure impacts may also interact synergistically
with other global changes. For example, where linear infrastructure
intercepts and/or diverts overland sheetﬂow and this has an aridifying effect downslope, this effect may exacerbate any impacts of
drying and increases of temperature that may occur as a result of
climate change. Such climate change impacts are likely to occur in
the GWW in the next half-century (Prober et al., 2012), as well as in
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other semi-arid regions such as in the Mediterranean Basin and
Mexico (Herrera-Pantoja and Hiscock, 2015; Miranda et al., 2011).
4.3. Management and policy implications
Many of the impacts identiﬁed here are impacts that tend to fall
through the gaps of impact evaluations and mitigation strategies,
despite important ramiﬁcations for water availability, soil, nutrient
and organic matter conservation, ecosystem productivity, dependent vegetation and affected fauna (Duniway and Herrick, 2011;
Raiter et al., 2014). Still, there is substantial scope for mitigating
these impacts by limiting linear infrastructure networks, integrating understandings of hydrological impacts into planning of
linear infrastructure developments, and implementing hydrologically considerate design principles.
Firstly, hydrological impacts of linear infrastructure need to be
incorporated as comprehensively as possible into environmental
impact assessments, evaluations, land-use or conservation plans,
and mitigation strategies. There do remain areas with very low
infrastructure densities and these in particular need to be protected
from further impacts. Developments likely to cause unacceptable
impacts should be avoided, and the proliferation of linear infrastructure networks should be limited. This is particularly important
for managing the cumulative impacts of multiple developments,
such as unpaved vehicle tracks, which may be by far the most
numerous in the landscape. Impacts resulting from new linear
infrastructure developments that are approved could be partly
offset with strategic consolidation of existing linear infrastructure
networks (such as rehabilitation of unused vehicle tracks) where
possible to complement such efforts. Rehabilitation of unused
tracks and roads may also form an essential part of soil conservation or erosion mitigation programs in grazed landscapes. The type
of linear infrastructure planned should also be appropriate for its
use (Keshkamat et al., 2012).
Secondly, the methodology presented here could be used to
improve planning of linear infrastructure networks on a landscape
scale, by elucidating the key environmental drivers of hydrological
impacts for use in impact mitigation. Risk maps could be created to
identify parts of landscapes with the greatest likelihood of hydrological impacts (e.g. areas with greatest slopes or more erodible
soil), and linear infrastructure could be aligned on routes that
minimise these potential impacts. Likewise, track rehabilitation
programs, as mentioned above, could be prioritised according to
these risk maps. Careful consideration is required to ensure that the
mitigation of hydrological impacts does not create or exacerbate
other impacts, such as disproportionately affecting a particular
vegetation type that grows in parts of the landscape deemed to be
less susceptible to hydrological impacts by concentrating new
roads in that part of the landscape.
Next, hydrologically considerate linear infrastructure design and
engineering (or retroﬁtting) are critical for minimizing the hydrological impacts of linear infrastructure. Components of hydrologically considerate linear infrastructure design are covered in some
road planning manuals (e.g. Engineering and Technology Division,
2010; Roadway Engineering Group, 2014) and individual projects
(e.g. Aquaterra, 2009; Bangladesh Railway, 2015; Fortescue Metals
Group Ltd, 2008), but further development and more widespread
implementation of such practices are needed.
Hydrologically considerate protocols need to consider the type,
drainage, and orientation of infrastructure; the infrastructure
elevation relative to ground level, ditches; windrows (built-up
material on the edge of bladed or graded roads), and associated
earthworks. Culverts could be installed frequently where appropriate and be constructed to ensure that channel width and
elevation change are as consistent with the natural channel as
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possible, and/or ﬂoodways should be used where feasible, to
minimise ﬂow impedance and concentration. Where suitable,
culverts and mitre drains can be designed to encourage any
concentrated ﬂows to become sheetﬂow and prevent stream
channel initiation (Ofﬁce of Environment and Heritage, 2012).
Vehicle tracks can be constructed without lowering the road surface below the surrounding ground level to prevent water ﬂowing
along in the road (e.g. Fig. 2b).
Lastly, further research is required to better understand and
quantify the ramiﬁcations of the impacts reported here, and potential interactions with other change drivers. Such research should
also take into account potential effects and ramiﬁcations of linear
infrastructure on groundwater depths and any feedback loops.
Additionally, research on cost-effective solutions to hydrologically
considerate road design and engineering challenges is important
for the development of these approaches and improving their
implementation.
5. Conclusion
This research represents the ﬁrst ﬁeld-based, region-wide
quantiﬁcation of surface hydrology impacts associated with linear
infrastructure. We discovered extensive evidence of impacts of
linear infrastructure on both ephemeral streamﬂow, and water
movement within the landscape in general, and associations between these and infrastructure type, land use, culvert presence, soil
properties, topographic factors, and rainfall.
Impacts of linear infrastructure on surface hydrology could be
mitigated by limiting the extent of linear infrastructure, incorporating understandings of environmental factors affecting susceptibility to impacts into broad-scale network planning, and
developing and implementing hydrologically considerate design.
In landscapes where ecological processes function relatively
well, maintaining their function by preventing anthropogenic
degradation is often the highest priority and lowest risk conservation strategy (e.g. Prober et al., 2012). Maintaining natural water
ﬂow and inﬁltration as well as soil stability through more selective
development, design, maintenance and restoration of linear infrastructure is an essential component of such an approach, and could
be particularly important for mitigating climate change effects.
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Abstract
Context The acceleration of infrastructure development presents many challenges for the mitigation of
ecological impacts. The type, extent, and cumulative
effects of multiple developments must be quantified to
enable mitigation.
Objectives We quantified anthropogenic development footprints in a globally significant and relatively
intact region. We identified the proportion accounted
for by linear infrastructure (e.g. roads) including
infrastructure that is currently unmapped; investigated
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the importance of key landscape drivers; and explored
potential ramifications of offsite impacts (edge effects).
Methods We quantified direct development footprints of linear and ‘hub’ infrastructure in the Great
Western Woodlands (GWW) in south-western Australia, using digitisation and extrapolation from a
stratified random sample of aerial imagery. We used
spatial datasets and literature resources to identify
predictors of development footprint extent and calculate hypothetical ‘edge effect zones’.
Results Unmapped linear infrastructure, only
detectable through manual digitisation, accounts for
the greatest proportion of the direct development
footprint. Across the 160,000 km2 GWW, the estimated development footprint is 690 km2, of which
67% consists of linear infrastructure and the remainder
is ‘hub’ infrastructure. An estimated 150,000 km of
linear infrastructure exists in the study area, equating
to an average of *1 km per km2. Beyond the direct
footprint, a further 4000–55,000 km2 (3–35% of the
region) lies within edge effect zones.
Conclusions This study highlights the pervasiveness
of linear infrastructure and hence the importance of
managing its cumulative impacts as a key component of
landscape conservation. Our methodology can be
applied to other relatively intact landscapes worldwide.
Keywords GIS  Road ecology  Great Western
Woodlands  Linear infrastructure  Ecological impact
assessment  Development footprint  Cumulative
impacts  Offsite impacts  Indirect impacts
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Introduction
In an era where development of infrastructure in
natural environments is accelerating, there is an
urgency to understand and minimise the ecological
impacts of these developments (e.g. Elmes et al. 2014;
Fraser 2014; Seiferling et al. 2014; Karlson and
Mortberg 2015; Laurance et al. 2015; Runge et al.
2017). Despite advances towards mitigation, such as
the development of extensive impact assessment
protocols, our understanding of the cumulative
impacts of development is often poor and methods
for measuring and quantifying them are not welldeveloped (Freudenberger et al. 2013; Raiter et al.
2014; Jaeger 2015; Laurance et al. 2015). In particular,
roads and other linear infrastructure greatly expand the
footprint of human activity but their impacts are
frequently disregarded and seldom addressed although
they may be far-reaching (Goosem 2007, 2012; Jones
et al. 2014; Jaeger 2015).
‘Cumulative impact’ refers to the collective effects
of multiple impacts that may be considered negligible
or environmentally acceptable individually, but in sum
may be significant and environmentally unacceptable (Therivel and Ross 2007; Canter and Ross 2010).
Cumulative impacts are often overlooked in impact
evaluations and decision-making regarding environmental conservation due to the difficulty of dealing
with numerous impacts often spread extensively over
both space and time, and legal limitations in doing so
(Raiter et al. 2014; Runge et al. 2017). However,
cumulative impacts can lead to so-called ‘death by a
thousand cuts’ (Schneider and Dyer 2006), particularly when systems are pushed beyond ecological
thresholds, or ecosystem effects act synergistically
(Raiter et al. 2014).
The challenge of quantifying cumulative infrastructure development across large areas is substantial,
but essential if these impacts are to be mitigated
(Raiter et al. 2014). Comprehensive quantifications of
anthropogenic development footprints across whole
landscapes or regions are rarely undertaken (Suring
et al. 1998; Abood et al. 2014; Carranza et al. 2014;
Karlson and Mortberg 2015), and those available are
typically restricted only to development associated
with a particular industry or activity (Nellemann and
Cameron 1998; Jones et al. 2014; Wood et al. 2014).
Furthermore, in many cases, quantifying the area
directly disturbed by development (hereafter
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‘development footprint’) is particularly challenging
as spatial data on development footprints often do not
exist or are not comprehensive; this lack of information hampers broad-scale impact analyses (Finer et al.
2013).
Geotechnology (also known as geospatial technology), including Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) and remote sensing, has been named one of
the three ‘mega-technologies’ of the 21st Century and
has had a substantial impact on ecological research in
recent decades (Boyd and Foody 2011). Increased
availability and use of GIS software and spatial
datasets have led to large improvements in our ability
to measure and visualise multiple impacts, and can
also reveal previously unobserved phenomena,
although major issues of data completeness, errors,
and interpretation over multiple scales exist (Boyd and
Foody 2011; Ferraz et al. 2016).
There has been a growing number of papers that try
to quantify the impact of infrastructure over broad
areas. Johnson et al. (2005), Finer et al. (2008),
Baynard (2011), and Mjachina et al. (2014) quantified
development footprints of oil and gas, diamond, and
other mineral exploration and extraction activities.
However, these studies all relied heavily on existing
spatial data, (e.g. provided by government sources),
and/or data based on course-resolution imagery, which
may not have included the full development footprint.
Indeed, Hawbaker and Radeloff (2004) argue that
road impacts are generally underestimated because
available data sources often do not include complete
road networks, leading to false assumptions about the
ecological effects of roads. They digitised road networks from aerial imagery, and found significantly
higher road densities for northern Wisconsin compared
to estimates based on three other road data sources.
Several other studies have incorporated digitisation
based on remotely sensed imagery to quantify road
network growth (Ahmed et al. 2013), identify transport
network drivers (Westcott and Andrew 2015), reveal
illicit mining activities (Elmes et al. 2014), and
compare the footprints of oil exploration and production companies (Baynard 2011), although these have
often been at limited scales and/or resolutions.
Previous quantifications of cumulative development
impacts have rarely accounted for offsite impacts,
including the ecological effects of developments that
extend into surrounding landscapes (hereafter ‘edge
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effects’; Raiter et al. 2014). Edge effects can be
considerably larger than the direct footprint of a
development (Jaeger 2015). For example, the majority
of the woodland caribou’s habitat in the boreal forests
of western Canada has ceased to be suitable, although
only a small proportion of it is directly disturbed by
development. This is due to the edge effects of roads
and wells for oil sand extraction which are frequently
spaced 1–2 km apart: caribou avoid such infrastructure
by approximately 1 km (Schneider and Dyer 2006).
Edge effect zones (also road effect zones), defined as
the area over which the ecological impacts of anthropogenic disturbances extend into the adjacent landscape, provide a useful conceptual framework for
quantifying edge effects (Forman et al. 2003; van der
Ree et al. 2015a), but their application at landscapescales has been limited (e.g. Liu et al. 2008).
We developed an approach to quantifying the total
development footprint and edge effects in the globally significant Great Western Woodlands of southwestern Australia, to address the need for better
quantification of the impacts of extensive developments. The Great Western Woodlands (GWW) is a
very large (160,000 km2), relatively intact area, and
is also a mineral-rich region impacted by extensive
mineral exploration and extraction activities as well
as pastoral grazing. The ecological impacts of these
activities have never been quantified on a regional
scale. We use the term ‘relatively intact’ to refer to an
area that is large and dominated by natural ecosystems and processes [adapted from Caro et al. (2012)],
although degrading processes may exist within it.
The relative nature of the term connotes a comparison
not only with wholly intact landscapes, but also with
the other alternative: highly modified landscapes in
which ecological processes have become highly
modified.
To explore the extent and nature of ecological
impacts associated with human developments, we
manually digitised development footprints within
stratified random samples of the GWW. We assessed
the proportion of the development footprint that
comprises linear infrastructure, and the proportion of
these that is unmapped. We also investigated the
potential drivers of development extent (e.g. mining
activity, pastoral grazing) and other associated landscape factors (including proximity to towns and edge
of agricultural area, vegetation type and conservation
tenure; see Online Appendix 1), and quantified linear

infrastructure densities and edge effect zones under
various scenarios. This study is unique in quantifying
and characterising direct and offsite ecological
impacts of development, while accounting for direct
development footprints; both mapped and unmapped.
The methodology presented here can be applied to
other relatively intact landscapes to improve cumulative impacts evaluations and inform mitigation.

Methods
Study area
The 160,000 km2 Great Western Woodlands (GWW)
in south-western Australia is the largest and most
intact area of temperate woodland remaining on Earth,
straddling a transition between a Mediterranean–
climate to the south-west and a semi-arid climate to
the north-east (Fig. 1; Judd et al. 2008; Prober et al.
2012). Mediterranean-climate regions world wide—in
Australia, the Americas, Africa, and the Mediterranean Basin—have all experienced intense development pressure for agriculture and urbanization
(Underwood et al. 2009). In contrast, the ecosystems
of the GWW remain largely intact and naturally
functioning (Prober et al. 2012).
The GWW comprises a mosaic of habitats including woodland, shrubland, mallee, salt lakes, rocky
outcrops, and banded ironstone formations and has
globally significant levels of flora and fauna diversity
including over one-sixth of Australia’s vascular plant
species (Judd et al. 2008). The region also comprises a
significant refuge for many species that have declined
or become locally extinct elsewhere (such as the
adjacent Mediterranean-climate wheatbelt), and holds
a significant component of Australia’s green carbon
stocks (Berry et al. 2010). As such, it has been
identified as being of international significance
(Department of Environment and Conservation
2010; Prober et al. 2012; Evans et al. 2015), and as a
continental and global priority for conservation
(Booth and Traill 2008; Watson et al. 2008).
Although it escaped widespread clearing for intensive agriculture, approximately a third of the GWW is
under pastoral tenure for sheep or cattle grazing. The
region also overlies the Late Archaean granite-greenstone terranes of the Eastern Yilgarn Craton; geological formations which contain high-quality mineral
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Fig. 1 Study area showing towns, mineral tenements and pastoral leases. The Wheatbelt lies to the west and south of the Great Western
Woodlands

deposits including gold, nickel, iron ore, silver,
copper, and cobalt. Since gold was discovered in
1888, most of the region has experienced some
mineral exploration and prospecting, with mineral
extraction activities concentrated predominantly
along greenstone belts. There is a long history of
mining activity in the region and, despite global
fluctuations in commodity prices, the future is likely to
see more, with record levels of both exploration and
mining applications lodged in recent years (Department of Mines and Petroleum 2015).
Spatial and data analyses
Direct development footprint
All spatial and numerical datasets produced and
analysed in the course of this study are available
online (see Raiter 2017). All spatial analyses were
performed in ArcGIS 10.3 and Geospatial Modelling
Environment (Version 0.7.4.0; available from www.
spatialecology.com), and all data analyses were performed in R (version 3.2.0, R Core Team 2015). We
created a 20 9 20 km2 grid overlying the study area
and categorised each grid cell into one of 8 categories
made up of four levels of mining activity and a binary
indicator for pastoral status (Fig. 2). Density of mining
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projects, calculated using the Minedex layer provided
by Department of Mines and Petroleum, was used as a
proxy for mining activity level. Pastoral status was
based on pastoral datasets provided by Department of
Agriculture and Food of Western Australia (DAFWA)
and included former pastoral areas that are currently in
transition to conservation tenure.
We used stratified random sampling to distribute 24
circular sample areas, each 25 km in diameter, among
the 8 mining and pastoral categories. We used circular
sample areas to minimise the edge-to-area ratio of the
sample areas and therefore maximise the extent to
which the sample areas reflected the category represented rather than the adjacent landscape. Circular
sample areas also helped to reduce sampling bias
which may occur due to coincidental alignment of the
sample area boundary with tenure boundaries or roads,
and better reflect the landscape as a whole. Sample
area diameters of 25 km were selected to balance
capture of the landscape variability with logistics of
digitisation. The sample area locations were all
randomly selected within each category, except for
two which were placed in areas of particular interest to
conservation needs in the region (Lake Cronin and
Helena-Aurora Range). Grid cells with towns were
excluded, as were some grid cells to the far east where
high-resolution imagery was not available. In total, the
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Fig. 2 Mining density and pastoral status grid used for selection of sample areas and estimation of development footprints for the
whole region. Sample areas and the observed development footprint are also shown

sample areas represented 11,729 km2 (7.34%) of the
GWW by area.
We created a spatial layer containing all mapped
linear infrastructure based on 23 unique datasets
obtained from Department of Parks and Wildlife
(DPaW), DAFWA, Landgate, and Geosciences Australia. Mapped linear infrastructure elements were
classified as ‘railway’, ‘major road’, ‘paved minor road’,
‘unpaved road’, ‘track’, ‘fence line’, ‘relegated route’
and ‘unknown’ based on information provided in the
source layers. The latter four classifications were merged
with ‘tracks’ for the purposes of this study. No regionwide spatial data for hub infrastructure were available.
KR and a team of volunteers digitised all physical
anthropogenic disturbances visible from high-resolution ortho-rectified aerial imagery (orthophotos) that
weren’t already mapped, for the full extent of each
sample area, at an average scale of 1:2000. KR
maintained consistency between the digitisation performed by different people by providing every volunteer with identical training in the methodology to be
used, close supervision, and close review of all data
outputs. Corrections and supplementation of the digitised dataset was performed where necessary by KR.
The orthophoto sets used were provided by Landgate
and were the two most recent available for each area,
dating between 2003 and 2014, and with 50–140 cm

pixel resolution. All unmapped linear infrastructure was
classified as ‘track’. Mapped features generally matched
up with observable features although there were some
tracks that were difficult to distinguish, and the
locational accuracy of some was low. All features
which were polygonal (i.e. not linear: e.g. mine pits,
waste-rock dumps, dams, homesteads and mine worker
camps) were grouped as ‘hub’ infrastructure. Hub
infrastructure was digitised with polygon feature classes
by tracing the approximate edge of the disturbance
feature. Linear infrastructure was digitised as line
features and then both mapped and unmapped linear
infrastructure features were converted to polygon
features using their average widths in order to calculate
the area of their development footprints. To calculate
average widths of linear infrastructure features, points
were randomly placed along each type of linear
infrastructure within each sample area and the width
of the linear infrastructure at each random point was
measured by zooming into *1:100 scale. Where there
was only one feature per type of linear infrastructure, 5
width measurements were taken; otherwise between 20
and 50 width measurements were taken per feature type
per sample area, amounting to 1237 width measurements in total. To determine whether there was a
significant difference between mapped and unmapped
tracks, their widths were modelled using linear mixed
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models, with mining activity level and pastoral status as
possible fixed factors and sample area as the random
factor (Online Appendix 2).
Ground-truthing
We ground-truthed a selection of all types of mapped
and digitised infrastructure, as well as areas in which
no disturbance features were observed from orthophotos along a travel route of approximately 500 km. The
travel route included travel along some unmapped
tracks and approximately 100 km of walking off-road.
Extensive fieldwork in the study area (for related
studies) gave KR further experience in assessing
disturbance features based on orthophotos.
Region-wide analysis of development footprint
For each sample area we calculated mining project
density, distances to the nearest town and to the edge
of the wheatbelt (Fig. 1), and total development
footprint. The wheatbelt is an agricultural area with
a much higher population density relative to that of the
GWW and the areas that lie to the north and east of the
GWW. In addition to proximity to towns, proximity to
the wheatbelt may act as a proxy for ‘human
accessibility’ and therefore be associated with
increased disturbance (e.g. for recreational use,
prospecting, sandalwood harvesting, as well as mineral exploration for explorers that prefer to target more
‘accessible’ resources that might be therefore cheaper
to transport to ports or markets).
To explore potential drivers of development extent,
we modelled footprint area (square-root transformed;
response variable) against mining project density (logtransformed), pastoral status, and shortest distance to the
wheatbelt (explanatory variables), using linear models
in the ‘lme4’ package (Bates et al. 2015). We also tested
for an interaction between mining project density and
pastoral status. Distance to town was excluded due to
high collinearity (-0.6) with mining project density,
and showed no trend with the model residuals.
We selected the optimal model based on comparison of adjusted R2 and Akaike information criterion
with a correction for finite sample sizes (AICc) values,
both of which indicated the same optimal model. We
used the optimal model to estimate the development
footprint across the rest of the GWW for each
20 9 20 km2 grid cell. We also estimated linear
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infrastructure density for the GWW and proportion
accounted for by each infrastructure type using
average densities and proportions for each infrastructure type and analysis category and extrapolation
based on the 20 9 20 km2 grid.
Patch-level predictors of development footprint
To gain further insights into the effects of other
landscape variables, we divided sample areas into
polygonal ‘patch types’, each with a unique combination of the following categorical covariables: pastoral
tenure, greenstone lithology, conservation tenure, ironstone formation, schedule 1 area clearing restrictions,
environmentally sensitive area designation, vegetation
formation, and sample area (Online Appendix 1). The
vegetation formations dataset was created by grouping
the vegetation types in the source layer (Table 1).
For each patch type (n = 261), we calculated the
following attributes: number of mining projects, number of dead mineral tenements, sum of duration of all
live and dead tenements, type of tenements (exploration/prospecting tenement, mining and related activities tenement, none), primary target commodity (gold,
nickel, iron-ore, other), distance to wheatbelt, and
distance to nearest town. Presence of a mining tenement
overrode the presence of any exploration tenements.
We modelled the proportion area under development footprint (logit transformed) as a function of the
variables listed above using linear mixed models in
‘nlme’ package (Pinheiro et al. 2017). The logit
function is the inverse of the sigmoidal logistic
function, which is bound by 0–1, making it effective
for transforming skewed proportional data into a
model-ready distribution. Where variables were
collinear (r [ 0.6) they were alternated to identify
the most significant variable to include. The topranking model was selected from 4096 models
including the global model and all possible subsets
with an information-theoretic approach using AICc, in
‘MuMin’ package (Barton 2015).
Edge effect zones
We created zones around the direct development
footprint representing offsite impact risk for each type
of infrastructure, using a hypothesized set of risk
buffers. These were based on edge effect distances
reported in the literature for species and processes
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Table 1 The vegetation formations used in the patch-level analysis of development footprints
Vegetation
formation

Description

Bare/rock/lake

Salt lakes, clay pans, lagoons, and rocky outcrops with little or no vegetation cover

Broombush thicket

Thicket dominated by Acacia, Allocasuarina and Melaleuca spp; often growing together in an alliance

Mallee

Low, multi-stemmed eucalypts stands generally dominated by Eucalyptus eremophila and E. redunca

Mulga

Low, sparse woodland dominated by Acacia aneura complex and associated species

Shrubland

Heath, shrub, and grass lands mainly dominated by Acacia spp., as well as species belonging to the Proteaceae
and Myrtaceae families

Succulent steppe

Saline areas dominated by Tecticornia spp

Woodland

Low, medium or tall eucalypt woodlands dominated by Eucalyptus salmonophloia, E. salubris, E. loxophleba,
E. lesouefii and others. The understorey is often open and dominated by Atriplex, Maireana, and Eremophila
species

from around the world, as species-specific data for the
GWW was not available (Online Appendix 3). This
methodology is an adaptation of the approach presented by Liu et al. (2008), and although it represents a
simplistic generalisation, it offers a useful starting
point for calculating the likely extent of ecological
impacts outside of the direct development footprint.
Edge effects include reduced habitat quality adjacent
to disturbed areas; groundwater contamination; chemical, dust, sound and light pollution and changes;
introduction of invasive organisms; and barriers to
ecological flows and processes (Beyer et al. 2014;
Roche and Mudd 2014; Karlson and Mortberg 2015;
Tyler et al. 2016). We buffered the various infrastructure features by different widths to represent edge
effect risk under conservative, medium, and maximal
scenarios and plotted the proportion of the landscape
within these zones by mining project density for each
scenario.

infrastructure projected for the GWW. Tracks made
up the vast majority of all linear infrastructure, and
most were not mapped in any of the 23 unique datasets
compiled, representing all existing spatial data for
linear infrastructure in the region of which we are
aware. The total direct development footprint for the
GWW is estimated to be 690 km2 (s.e. 588–814 km2)
or 0.43% of the total land area of the region. This
amounts to an estimated total of *150,000 km of
linear infrastructure in the region (four times around
the planet), with linear infrastructure densities ranging
from 0.1 km km-2 in ungrazed areas with no registered mining projects, to 3.7 km km-2 in ungrazed
areas with the highest density of mining projects.
Mapped tracks were on average *1 m wider
(p \ 0.0001) than unmapped tracks, and the second
top-ranked model also indicated a positive effect of
pastoral status on track width, with tracks in pastoral
areas on average *0.6 m wider than tracks in
ungrazed areas (Online Appendix 2).

Results

Ground truthing

Linear infrastructure dominated the development
footprint in all except grazed areas with the highest
mining project densities. Overall, linear infrastructure
is estimated to account for 67% of the total direct
development footprint across the GWW outside of
towns, with the remainder comprising (mining and
pastoral) hub infrastructure (Fig. 3; Table 2). Linear
infrastructure that was previously unmapped and was
quantified by digitisation represented 51% of the total
development footprint of linear infrastructure (i.e. by
area), and 52% of the total length of linear

All of the mapped linear infrastructure was able to be
confirmed at the locations where we performed ground
truthing, although there were three mapped tracks that
had been blocked and/or had become overgrown. Out
of 134 points where tracks had been digitised using
orthophotos, we were able to confirm the presence of
130, although similar to the mapped tracks, some had
been blocked or become overgrown, and some had
also been ripped to encourage regeneration. In some of
the cases where the presence of a digitised track could
not be confirmed, it was noted that a fire had passed
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Fig. 3 Contribution of different anthropogenic disturbance
types to total direct development footprint, with some examples.
a Contribution of different types of infrastructure to total
footprint. b An example of ‘hub’ infrastructure: an abandoned
gold mine. c Aerial view showing both hub and linear
infrastructure of a mine and associated exploration grids.
d Aerial view of exploration grids passing through shrubland
and woodland vegetation, the white dots are drill pads. e A
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mapped track leading to Helena-Aurora Range, one of the
banded ironstone formations where mining is currently proposed. The track was probably initially built for mineral
exploration purposes and is now used by miners, conservation
agencies, and tourists. f A ground-truthed unmapped track with
abandoned exploration drilling sample bags to the left. An
abandoned hydrocarbon drum was found further along this track
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Fig. 4 Interacting effects of mining and pastoral tenure on
development footprint. The points show the square root of area
under the development footprint for each sample area, and the

lines indicate the relationship modelled by a linear mixed model,
with shading indicating standard error intervals

Table 3 Relationships of development footprint to predictor variables in the optimal linear model for the region-wide analysis
Response variable

Mining density mean
estimated effecta

Pastoral status mean
estimated effect

Mean estimated effect of
mining-pastoral interaction

Adjusted R2

AICc

Development footprintb

0.62

0.20

-0.30

0.8543

35.88

There were no other models with AICc values within 2 of the AICc value of the optimal model
a

Log-transformed to remove skew in the data distribution

b

Square-root transformed to remove skew in distribution

through the area since the orthophoto was taken, as
evidenced by young, regenerating vegetation; thus it
was possible that a previously-existing track had
become undetectable. In addition, we recorded 79
locations where we observed tracks on the ground
although they were not visible in orthophotos; these
may have been established more recently than the
available orthophoto for that area, or in some cases
they may have been difficult to discern from orthophotos due to the presence of a tree canopy.
Region-wide analysis of development footprint
The region-wide modelling of development footprint
found strong positive effects of mining project
density and pastoralism, as well as a highly significant negative interaction between the two (adjusted
R2 = 0.85; p \ 0.001; Fig. 4; Table 3). At low
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mining project densities, development footprints are
more extensive in pastoral areas, but at high mining
project densities, pastoral areas are relatively less
developed than non-pastoral areas, on average. There
were no other top-ranking models (defined as having
a difference in AICc from the optimal model of \2).
Patch-level predictors of development footprint
The patch-level analysis allowed consideration of the
effect of more covariates, and analysis at a finer scale.
The optimal model for predicting development footprints at the patch level was:
optimal:dp = lme(l:dev:ftp  lntyrs + tnkm
þ  greenstone þ esa þ pastoral
þ  cons tenure; random = SA numberÞ

Landscape Ecol
Fig. 5 Predictors of
development footprint from
the patch-level analysis,
showing variation for the
selected variable when all
other variables are held at
their mean value or mode. In
a and b, solid lines show
predicted means and
shading represents standard
error; in c–f), predicted
means are indicated by
points and lines show
standard error range.
Conservation tenure CA Class-A, G-C gazetted
conservation other than
Class-A, N-C not
conservation tenure, UC unofficial conservation
tenure, X-L ex-leasehold
land, currently pending
conservation registration.
Clearing regulations:
esa = Declared
Environmentally Sensitive
Area under Sect. 51B of the
Environmental Protection
Act 1986

where ‘optimal.dp’ is the optimal linear mixed effects
model for predicting development footprints at the
patch-level; l.dev.ftp is the logit-transformed percent
of area under the development footprint, with 0.001
added to allow the logit transformation; lntyrs is the
natural logarithm of the total number of years during
which mineral tenements have applied to the patch;
tnkm is the distance to the nearest town; greenstone
indicates greenstone lithology; esa indicates the presence or otherwise of environmentally sensitive area
clearing regulations; pastoral indicates pastoral tenure
or otherwise; and cons_tenure refers to the presence
and type of conservation tenure of the patch. The
identity of the sample area, ‘SA-number’ was included
as the random factor. Asterisks indicate categorical

variables. The AICc value for the optimal model was
639.1; there were no other models with AICc values
within 2 of this value.
The patch-level analysis indicated that development increases with tenement duration (i.e. mining
activity over time) and decreased with distance from
towns (Fig. 5). The analysis also indicated a positive
association between greenstone lithology and development footprint, as well as the presence of ‘environmentally sensitive area’ clearing regulations
(potentially a perverse effect). The analysis didn’t
include an interaction between tenement duration (the
proxy for mining activity) and pastoral tenure, and the
optimal model reflected the negative relationship
between pastoral status and development at relatively
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high mining activity seen in the region-wide analysis.
For conservation tenure, development footprints were
greatest in ex-leased lands and lowest in gazetted
conservation reserves (excluding Class-A reserves
which were the second-least disturbed).
Edge effect zones
The total area estimated to be at risk of edge effects
varied depending on the definition of the buffer around
anthropogenic development features and the extent of
the development footprint (Fig. 6). The calculated
proportion of the entire GWW within edge effect
zones varied from *3% under the conservative
scenario to *35% under the maximal scenario
(Table 4). Within the range of development footprints
observed in this study, the proportion of a landscape
that lies within edge effect zones increases hyperbolically with the number of mining projects, and
approaches 100% in the maximal scenario, 60% in
the moderate scenario, and *20% under the conservative scenario (Online Appendix 3; Fig. A3.1).

Discussion
This investigation has demonstrated a methodology for
quantifying the cumulative impacts of development, in a
relatively intact region larger than England, that
accounts for previously unmapped anthropogenic disturbances, linear infrastructure, and edge effects: all
features that are frequently overlooked in impact evaluations and mitigation strategies. Accounting for such
‘enigmatic’ impacts is essential for mitigating them,
although it is a challenging task (Raiter et al. 2014).
We found that mining-related infrastructure has a
substantial direct development footprint that extends
far beyond hub infrastructure (e.g. mine pits, processing plants, and mine worker camps). Linear infrastructure, particularly smaller roads and tracks, have
often been disregarded in evaluations of environmental impacts (Jones et al. 2014; Jaeger 2015), but in the
study area is the dominant component of the development footprint. The high proportion of linear
infrastructure, which penetrates even relatively intact
landscapes, also results in much more extensive edge
effect zones than would otherwise occur if the
development footprint was concentrated in hub infrastructure (Jones et al. 2014).
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We estimated that the direct development footprint of development infrastructure is 690 km2 across
the GWW (total *160,000 km2), amounting to 0.4%
of the landscape. This is likely to be an underestimate, given the considerable number of tracks
observed on-ground which were not identified by
digitisation. Our estimate of the development footprint proportion in the GWW is similar to that
associated with linear infrastructure used for historical logging and management and tourist access in the
Wet Tropics World Heritage Area (0.5%; Laurance
and Goosem 2008); within the range identified for
Venezuela’s heavy oil belt by Baynard (2011;
1.7–6%); and twice that reported for the Ustyurt
Plateau in Uzbekistan by Jones et al. (2014; 0.2%).
However, the methodologies varied substantially and
the results should not be seen as directly comparable.
For example, Laurance and Goosem’s (2008) estimate did not include the footprint of ‘many unpaved
forest roads’ and Jones et al. (2014) only considered
major infrastructure associated with oil and gas
exploration activities that was viewable at a relatively low resolution and excluded ‘secondary roads’.
As we have seen, vehicle tracks make up the majority
of the development footprint in the GWW and it
could be expected that the development footprint
would be substantially larger for both the Wet
Tropics and Ustyurt Plateau if vehicle tracks were
included in the equation.
Our estimate of the total length of linear infrastructure across the GWW (150,000 km) is high compared
to an Australia-wide estimate of 823,217 km (356
343 km paved; Lister et al. 2015): our estimate
accounts for more than 18% of the Australia-wide total
despite the GWW constituting only 2.1% of Australia’s
landmass. Given our finding that the majority of linear
infrastructure is unmapped, the incongruity of estimates
likely reflects large gaps in the dataset upon which the
national estimate is based.
Beyond the direct development footprint, large
proportions of landscapes fell within hypothesized
edge effect zones along the *300,000 km of disturbance edges (up to 100% of high-mining landscapes
under the maximal risk scenario). Zones indicating
risk of edge effects offer only a simplistic indication of
the possible extent of edge effects, particularly without
specific information on edge effects relevant to the
local biota, and factors affecting impact intensities.
Nevertheless, this work demonstrates that the potential
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Fig. 6 Examples of sample
areas from each analysis
category showing direct
development footprints and
areas within edge effect
zones for the conservative,
moderate, and maximal
scenarios
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Table 4 Areas calculated as falling within edge effect zones for each scenario
Scenario

Buffer
around
tracks
(m)

Buffer
around
unpaved
roads
(m)

Buffer
around
paved
roads and
railways
(m)

0

0

0

0

\0.01–18.71

0.43

0

Conservative
scenario

10

50

500

500

0.26–106.5

3.35

2.75

Moderate
scenario

50

250

1000

2000

1.08–337.3

12.51

11.91

Maximal
scenario

500

2000

6000

6000

9.73–492.8

35.18

34.58

Null scenario:
direct
development
footprint
only

Buffer around
hub
infrastructure
(m)

Range of areas
affected per sample
area (km2 out of c.
490 km2 samples)a

Projected
proportion of
GWW affected
ecologically
(%)b

Projected proportion
of GWW affected
ecologically beyond
direct footprint (%)b

a

Sample areas average 490 km2

b

Calculated by mining and pastoral categories on 20 9 20 km2 grid, weighted by relative category representation

for biodiversity loss caused by extensive development
should not be underestimated, even when the direct
footprint is relatively small, although the distribution
of infrastructure within the landscape is also important
(Goosem 2007; Jones et al. 2014; Bernath-Plaisted and
Koper 2016).
The 150,000 km of linear infrastructure estimated for the study area also presents a significant
threat of ‘internal fragmentation’ of remaining
continuous habitats, with potential impediments to
movements of fauna and flora between habitats on
either side (Goosem 2007; Jones et al. 2014),
although there is a need for further research on
how the infrastructure affects different species.
Other impacts of linear infrastructure that have
been identified for the GWW include concentration
of predator activity (K. Raiter unpublished data),
effects on the movement of water and soil erosion
(K. Raiter unpublished data), and weed invasion
(Gosper et al. 2015).
Nevertheless, many forms of linear infrastructure
may be more amenable than some forms of hub
infrastructure to either active or passive regeneration,
with some vehicle tracks observed being somewhat
overgrown. In contrast, open-cut mine pits are typically left as open voids after mine completion or
abandonment and are likely to remain almost permanent scars in the landscape (Roche and Mudd 2014).
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The large proportion of unmapped linear infrastructure, and the unmapped nature of hub infrastructure highlight that available data sources are rarely
comprehensive. This can lead to false conclusions
about ecological impacts, consistent with Hawbaker
and Radeloff (2004). Individual mining companies in
the study area are required to provide regulatory
agencies with maps of the infrastructure they are
seeking approval for, but it is likely that much of the
unmapped infrastructure observed was constructed
prior to this requirement coming into force. Further,
maps that are submitted are generally contained within
individual submissions that are often difficult to access
and transfer to a useable format. This situation will
change in coming years with a shift toward electronic
lodgement of spatial data and management of that data
in accessible forms by the relevant government
department, although such data will only include
future approvals and not incorporate substantial historical impacts.
There were a number of factors that were found to
significantly predict the extent of development footprints in the Great Western Woodlands. The principal
factor was mining activity, indicated in our regionwide analysis by mining project density and in the
patch-level analysis by the total duration of mining
tenement existing over an area. The extent of the
development footprint may also be affected by the
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type of commodity targeted and associated exploration requirements and extraction methods, but this
could not be discerned from the current analysis.
Mining and exploration practices have changed over
time and the development of GPS technology has
allowed exploration to move away from the construction of large exploration grids, with explorers able to
more easily avoid large trees and other important
features while maintaining positional accuracy. It was
not possible in this analysis to compare the effects of
different practices over time.
Pastoral grazing was also found to significantly
predict development footprints, although the interaction with mining project density in the region-wide
analysis demonstrated that its effect can be mixed. At
low mining densities, pastoral activity is the dominant
land use and predicts more extensive development
footprints, while it appears that, at high mining
densities, pastoralism is associated with smaller
footprints. This result was contrary to expectations
that the effect would be approximately additive. It may
reflect the ‘good neighbour policy’ and related codes
of conduct whereby exploration companies operating
within pastoral leases are required to use existing
roads where possible and rehabilitate all cleared areas
once the exploration is complete (The Chamber of
Mineral and Energy et al. 1999; Department of Mines
and Petroleum 2013). This finding indicates that there
is substantial scope for companies to reduce footprints
outside of pastoral leases.
This study does not encompass the ecological
impacts of pastoralism which are not associated with
the actual infrastructure footprint, but which may
cover much larger areas. These impacts include loss of
vegetation and microbial crusts due to grazing and
trampling; soil erosion; and changes in plant species
composition (van Etten 2013), but are beyond the
scope of this research.
The patch-level analysis also indicates that proximity to towns is associated with more extensive
development footprints, although the exact reasons for
this are unknown. Possible explanations include:
(a) tenements in more accessible places receive the
greatest focus for activities that create disturbance;
(b) recreation, prospecting, and other activities such as
sandalwood harvesting activities (which may drive
road or track establishment and clearing) are more
likely to occur near towns; (c) towns were more likely
to be built near large mineral reserves.

Conservation and management implications
Our finding that linear infrastructure is so pervasive
in what remains a relatively intact region, and that
the development footprint of the GWW is similar to
that of a number of other large, relatively intact
areas worldwide (Laurance and Goosem 2008;
Baynard 2011; Jones et al. 2014) implies that large
areas without roads are becoming increasingly rare.
Still, from the perspective of conserving natural
habitats and processes, these areas are valuable
ecological assets when considered in comparison
with highly modified landscapes, and in light of the
fact that intact habitats are invariably shrinking
worldwide. In order to conserve these areas, comprehensive cumulative impacts assessments must be
further developed, applied and maintained, using a
GIS and the mitigation hierarchy (avoid, minimise,
restore, then offset residual impacts) to guide
development decisions and conservation or landuse plans.
In particular, the extensive nature and high edge-toarea ratio of linear infrastructure mean that edge
effects are likely to be a large component of the total
development impacts in a region, although these
impacts are less obvious and can be easily overlooked
(Goosem 2007). There is a clear need to better
quantify the impacts of linear infrastructure on species
and ecological processes in order to improve the
accuracy of accounting for these effects (Jaeger 2015).
In addition, synergistic effects of development
impacts acting in combination with other local and
global impacts need to be understood and accounted
for, along with means to improve linear infrastructure
restoration where appropriate (Raiter et al. 2014).
Mitigating the impacts of linear infrastructure networks can be achieved by avoiding the establishment
of new infrastructure, consolidating existing linear
infrastructure networks, rehabilitating infrastructure
that is not essential, and designing and/or retrofitting
linear infrastructure to minimise ecological impacts
(van der Ree et al. 2015b; Bernath-Plaisted and Koper
2016).
While linear infrastructure can be pervasive, we
emphasize that large areas with little infrastructure do
remain in the GWW. The ecological impacts of
developments that penetrate into undisturbed landscapes (also called greenfield regions) are the greatest
of all (Laurance et al. 2015), hence these areas should
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have the highest priority for protection (all other things
being equal), including avoiding infrastructure development, and/or rehabilitating such developments
where possible.
Conclusion
This study has demonstrated the extensive and largely
unmapped nature of anthropogenic disturbance in the
world’s largest remaining temperate woodland,
including the dominance of linear infrastructure and
the large potential extent of edge effects. Targeted
manual digitisation of direct development footprints in
stratified sample areas, combined with spatial analyses
and hypothetical edge effect zones gleaned from the
literature allowed for a relatively comprehensive
quantification and characterisation of actual and
potential ecological impacts. Mining activity was
identified as the main predictor of development footprints. In the current era of global infrastructure
proliferation, this study concludes that both direct and
offsite ecological impacts of linear infrastructure
should be explicitly considered in cumulative impacts
assessments and land-use and conservation planning
and monitoring.
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